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ABSTRACT
THE INTERPLAY BETWEEN POLARITY REGULATORS, CALCIUM, AND
THE ACTIN CYTOSKELETON DURING TIP GROWTH
SEPTERMBER, 2018
CARLISLE S. BASCOM JR, B.S., UNIVERSITY OF RHODE ISLAND
Ph.D., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST
Directed by: Professor Dong Wang
Plant cell growth is a meticulously regulated process whereby the cell wall is
selectively loosened to allow for turgor-pressure driven expansion. The rate of expansion
must equal delivery of new material, or the cell will lyse. In many plant cells, this process
happens diffusely around the cell. However, a number of plant cells have anisotropic
shapes that require exquisite spatial control of secretion. One simple example of
anisotropic patterning is tip growth; highly polarized cell expansion utilized by pollen
tubes, root hairs, and moss protonemata. Investigating the role various molecules have in
tip growth sheds light on how plant cells are patterned. One such molecule is actin. A
dynamic actin cytoskeleton is essential for tip growth in general and specifically for the
protonemata of the moss Physcomitrella patens. In P. patens, actin is essential for cell
polarity in protonemata. In this dissertation, I provide background information on tip
growth research, focusing on advances in P. patens as well as introduce P. patens as a
model organism. Additionally, I contributed to developing a novel method for long-term
imaging of live protonemata. To investigate regulators of the actin cytoskeleton, I
silenced an inhibitor of the Rho/Rac of Plants (ROP)- the ROP Guanine Dissociation
Inhibitors (RopGDIs). Knocking down RopGDIs resulted in an increase in actin
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dynamics as well as a dramatic loss of polarized growth. In addition to ROP signaling,
calcium has been implemented as a key regulator of tip growth in pollen tubes and root
hairs. Using a FRET-based calcium probe, I described a previously unreported apical
calcium gradient in growing protonemata. With two complementary signal-sifting
analyses, I discovered that oscillations in the calcium gradient are the sum of discrete
frequencies of variable influence. Additionally, I reported that calcium acts
antagonistically on an apical actin structure. Finally, I described loss-of-function
phenotypes for the actin-regulating protein Villin, putative stretch-activated channels
Mid1-Complementing Activity, as well as both ER Calcium and Autoinhibitory Calcium
ATPases. The work presented here is the foundation for developing models of calcium
dynamics during tip growth in the moss P. patens.
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CHAPTER 1
A REVIEW ON TIP GROWTH IN THE PLANT KINGDOM

1.1 Introduction
Parts of this chapter are adapted from (Bascom, Hepler, & Bezanilla, 2017),
written in collaboration with Peter K. Hepler and Magdalena Bezanilla. Plant cells are
surrounded by a cell wall that imposes both physical restrictions to shape as well as a
balance to turgor pressure. However, most undifferentiated plant cells are small and
uniform. During differentiation plant cells expand, which occurs when loosening events
allow the wall to yield to the existing turgor pressure. The momentary decrease in water
potential results in an influx of water, causing expansion. As new cell wall material is
deposited to account for this expansion, the increase in size becomes irreversible, and
thus the cell has grown. Modifications to cell wall viscosity promoting expansion can
result from a number of different processes. For example, cell wall loosening enzymes
may be activated in or delivered to specific regions. Alternatively, secretion of flexible
cell wall material could be spatially regulated.
One extreme form of cell wall patterning is known as tip growth. In tip growing
cells the zone of reduced cell wall viscosity is focused at the apex of the growing cell. To
grow the cell must balance delivery of wall material with retrieval of excess membrane as
delivery of excess flexible wall material at the cell tip could result in lysis. Tip growth
occurs across plant lineages in cell types such as pollen tubes, root hairs, moss
protonemata, and bryophyte and algal rhizoids. Although tip growth mechanisms have
been generalized as equivalent in pollen tubes, root hairs, and moss protonemata, it is
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likely that significant differences exist in order for these cells to carry out their divergent
functions.
Indeed, plants utilize tip growing cells in discrete ways. Of the three cell types,
pollen tubes are the most specialized and short-lived cell in that their aim is to deliver the
sperm cells to the ovule. By transmitting location information about the ovule from
outside the pollen tube to the intracellular growth machinery, pollen tubes rapidly grow
towards the female gametophyte and burst upon entry. Root hairs are the site of nutrient
and water uptake for the plant. In contrast to pollen tubes, root hairs are longer-lived and
must integrate many environmental cues (moisture, nutrient content, soil texture, etc.).
Root hairs internalize this suite of information to maximize the efficacy of their growth.
In contrast to pollen tubes and root hairs, moss protonemata have a colonization role.
They germinate from the spore and race against other plants to acquire moisture,
nutrients, and an optimal position for photosynthesis. This tip-growing cell continues to
undergo cell divisions as the plant develops, reaching a point in which the entire juvenile
plant, persisting on the scale of months, consists entirely of protonemata. Thus, moss
protonemata are longer-lived than both pollen tubes and root hairs and integrate
substantially more environmental information during their growth and development.
Even with such divergent functions, mechanistically describing tip growth in each system
promises to illuminate fundamental processes conserved throughout plant evolution as
well as derived processes that may have evolved in each cell type.

1.2 Physcomitrella patens as a model to study tip growth
Like all plants, the life cycle of P. patens exhibits an alternation of haploid and
diploid generations. Unlike seed plants, however, the P. patens lifecycle is haplontic
2

(Fig. 1.1). Briefly, the haploid spore germinates and forms a filamentous network of cells
collectively called protonemata, from Greek for “the first filaments”. Protonemata
comprises of two cell types- chloronemata and caulonemata. Caulonemata occur
developmentally later than chloronemata, and have faster growth rates, oblique cell
plates, and are relatively devoid of chloroplasts when immature (Pressel, Ligrone, &
Duckett, 2008). The current understanding is that wildtype caulonemata form
gametophore buds. These buds undergo numerous asymmetric divisions and ultimately
gives

Figure 1.1 The Phycomitrella patens life cycle
Protonemata
Chloronemata

Caulonemata

Natural
Grinding
Protoplasting

Antheridia
Archegonia

Sporophyte
Spore

Gametophore

Figure 1.1 The Phycormitrella patens life cycle. P. patens transitions through
developmental phases (black arrows)that are both haploid (protonemata,
gametophore, antheridia and archegonia) and diploid (sporophyte). In the lab,
researchers routinely bypass the complete life cycle by grinding haploid tissue
(pink arrows) or regenerating protoplasts made from protonemata (green arrows).
Figure adapted from Prigge and Bezanilla, 2010.

rise to a leafy gametophore. Once mature, the sexual organs of P. patens- the archegonia
and antheridia- develop at the apex of gametophores. Here, flagellate sperm swim from
antheridia to archegonia to fertilize the ovum, giving rise to a diploid zygote. From there,
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the gametophore-dependent sporophyte grows and, when mature, releases haploid spores
to start the cycle again (Fig. 1.1, black arrows).
Importantly, the majority of this life cycle can be bypassed in tissue culture
conditions. Protonemata can be propagated asexually by either moderate tissue
homogenization (Fig. 1.1, magenta arrows), or regenerating whole plants from single
protoplasts (Fig. 1.1, green arrows). Both methods result in thousands of genetically
identical tip growing cells (Cove, 2005; Prigge & Bezanilla, 2010). Furthermore, P.
patens has excellent genetic resources – a sequenced and annotated genome (Goodstein et
al., 2012), an expression atlas (Ortiz-Ramírez et al., 2016), well-established
transformation protocols (Schaefer, Zrÿd, Knight, & Cove, 1991), high frequency of
successful homologous recombination allowing for precise gene knock in/knock out
(Schaefer & Zrÿd, 1997), robust methods for RNA interference (RNAi) (Bezanilla, 2003;
Bezanilla, Perroud, Pan, Klueh, & Quatrano, 2005; Nakaoka et al., 2012), and
CRISPR/Cas9 genome editing (Lopez-Obando et al., 2016).
The aforementioned tools make P. patens an excellent model for reverse genetics
studies. Because whole plants can be rapidly regenerated from single protoplasts, testing
media conditions or comparing stable mutants is straightforward. Protoplasts are allowed
to regenerate for three full days, and moved to growth media on the fourth day. At seven
days old, plants are imaged and analyzed. This standard growth assay coupled with RNAi
is a robust method to quickly screen single genes or whole gene families for loss-offunction phenotypes. The RNAi assay utilizes a previously described stable line
expressing a nuclear localized green fluorescent protein-β-glucoronidase (NLS-GFPGUS) fusion protein (Bezanilla et al., 2005) as a silencing reporter. Protoplasts derived
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from this line are transformed with an RNAi construct that simultaneously targets a gene
of interest and the NLS-GFP-GUS reporter (Fig. 1.2). Seven days after transformation,
plants are visually screened for those lacking the NLS-GFP-GUS signal (Fig 1.2). Plants
actively silencing the stable transgene also actively silence the target gene. Plants lacking
NLS-GFP-GUS are imaged, and their size and morphology measured in ImageJ. To
quantify parameters of the plants, one makes a threshold mask of the chlorophyll
autofluorescence- a binary facsimile of the plant itself. From this, it is straightforward to
calculate the area and morphological parameters. In this work, I describe plant
morphology as a function of solidity- or the ratio of convex hull area to area.
hile the speed and power of the RNAi assay cannot be overstated, to rapidly
generate stable lesions resulting in null alleles, the field of molecular biology is
increasingly utilizing CRISPR/Cas9 (Cong et al., 2013; Lopez-Obando et al., 2016).
Figure 1.3 describes the typical workflow for using CRISPR/Cas9 to generate genomic
lesions, a tool I utilize in Chapter 6. The CRISPR/Cas9-sgRNA expression vector
contains all the elements required for CRISPR-mediated genome editing- cassettes that
drive expression of the single guide RNA and the Cas9 nuclease. I design the genespecific protospacer with CRISPOR- an online design tool (http://crispor.tefor.net). The
expression vector contains a gateway cassette, and therefore up to four individual
sgRNAs can be cloned into the vector via an LR reaction (as depicted in Fig. 1.3a).
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Figure 1.2 Schematic of Transient RNAi Assay in P. patens

A
GUS Region

Target Gene
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(GFP-on)

Figure 1.2 Schematic of Transient RNAi Assay in P. Patens. A) Diagram of siRNA
produced by the RNAi plasmid. Color gradient and mirrored text indicates
directionality. Due to inverted repeats, siRNA forms hairpin structure around
the loop (black). This structure is recognized by endogenous RNAi machinery. B)
Protocol of RNAi growth assay. Protoplasts of a line stably expressing NLS-GFPGUS are transformed with plasmid DNA (scale bar 20 µm). Transformed protoplasts
recover for 4 days before being moved to selective media. After three days on
selection, plants are visually screened. Only those that no longer have nuclear GFP
signal are imaged (left, scale bar 100 µm).
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Figure 1.3 Workflow for CRISPR/Cas9 Mutagenesis

A

Cas9 Coding
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Neomycin
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Figure 1.3 Workflow for CRISPR/Cas9 Mutagenesis. A) Schematic of CRISPR/Cas9sgRNA expression plasmid. Elements on the vector are drawn for clarity and are not to
scale. B) Typical protocol for generating CRISPR/Cas9 mutants.

The Cas9 nuclease is directed to the specific locus by the specificity of the
sgRNA. Here, Cas9 causes a double-stranded break in the DNA. The resulting repair
process by endogenous DNA repair machinery is imperfect, and erroneous repairs often
result in stable lesions. As such, the plasmid encoding for Cas9 and the sgRNAs is only
needed transiently. Once removed from selection, plants rapidly loose the plasmid. Once
the plants are large enough, genomic DNA can be extracted and the target locus
genotyped. Genotyping can be as simple as amplifying the locus and sequencing it.
Together, the RNAi assay and CRISPR/Cas9-directed mutagenesis are powerful
reverse genetics tools that I utilized throughout my work investigating calcium and actin
dynamics in P. patens.

1.3 The Role of the Actin Cytoskeleton in Tip Growth
Of the two cytoskeletal elements in plants, the actin cytoskeleton is essential for
tip growth in angiosperm pollen tubes, root hairs, and moss protonemata (Gibbon, Kovar,
& Staiger, 1999; Harries, Pan, & Quatrano, 2005; Ketelaar, 2013; Vidali, McKenna, &
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Hepler, 2001). As mentioned previously, moss protonemata have two tip-growing cell
types- chloronemata and caulonemata. Because caulonemata grow more quickly than
chloronemata, F-actin architecture in living tip growing cells has predominantly focused
on caulonemata. Moss protonemata exhibit an enrichment of filamentous actin at the very
apex and fine cortical actin filaments along the length of the cell (Vidali, Rounds, Hepler,
& Bezanilla, 2009a) (Figure 1.4a,b).
Figure 1.4 Actin structures in protonemata

Figure 1.4 Actin structures in protonemata. A) Actin at the apex of chloronemal cells
typically covers the whole apical dome, resembling a “crescent”, which is in contrast
to the focused actin spot in caulonemata (B).
Bundles are apparent, but are few and reside towards the rear of the cell, with subapical
cells exhibiting more bundled F-actin. While an apical filamentous actin enrichment
occurs in both cell types, their structures differ depending on the cell type. In
chloronemata, apical F-actin localizes over the whole apical dome (Vidali, Rounds,
Hepler, & Bezanilla, 2009a) (Figure 1.4a), whereas in caulonemata, F-actin exists as a
focused apical spot (Vidali et al., 2010) (Figure 1.4b). Both the apical F-actin
aggregation and the fine cortical F-actin are very dynamic, remodeling on the order of
seconds (Vidali et al., 2010). Critically, it is the dynamic apical populations that are
essential for tip growth (Vazquez et al., 2014; Vidali et al., 2001).
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1.4 Calcium’s Role in Tip Growth
Modulation of the many processes and structures involved in tip growth,
including the cytoskeleton, is achieved not only by regulator proteins, but also by the
cytoplasmic environment. Local ion concentrations, in particular calcium, are drivers for
these processes (Hepler, 2005; 2016; Michard, Simon, Tavares, Wudick, & Feijó, 2017).
That pollen tubes and root hairs have strong apical calcium gradients is well established
(Hepler, Kunkel, Rounds, & Winship, 2012; Michard et al., 2017). Yet to date, calcium in
moss protonemata remains understudied. In an early report on dark-grown caulonemata
injected with a calcium-sensitive fluorescent dye (Tucker et al., 2005) observed UV (340
and 380 nm light)-stimulated waves associated with both the apex and base of apical
cells. However, (Tucker et al., 2005) did not observe a tip-focused calcium gradient like
that observed in growing pollen tubes and root hairs. Recent advances in live-cell calcium
visualization (Horikawa et al., 2010) have made it possible to uncover calcium dynamics
pertaining to protonemal growth. I investigate cytosolic calcium dynamics in Chapter 4.
The calcium gradient is hypothesized to modulate growth by stimulating secretion
(Winship, Rounds, & Hepler, 2017) and/or regulating F-actin structures through actin
binding proteins, which I focus on here. Two well-established actin-binding proteins with
calcium dependence are villin/gelsolin and profilin. Moss profilin has been studied
previously (Vidali, Augustine, Kleinman, & Bezanilla, 2007), and I investigate P. patens
villins in Chapter 6. The actin binding and bundling activities of both the gelsolin repeat
domains and the C-terminal headpiece (HP) domain (Finidori, Friederich, Kwiatkowski,
& Louvard, 1992) are calcium independent (Khurana et al., 2010), villin’s actin severing
activity is calcium dependent (S. Huang, Blanchoin, Chaudhry, Franklin-Tong, & Staiger,
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2004). Villin’s localization is primarily cytosolic, but appears to bind to filaments along
the shank of root hairs (van der Honing, Kieft, Emons, & Ketelaar, 2012). It seems likely
that apical villin would sever, not bundle, F-actin, given the tip-focused calcium gradient
(Monshausen, Messerli, & Gilroy, 2008). In support of this, vln2vln5 pollen tubes have
an enlarged apical actin structure (Qu et al., 2013). Taken together, villin is thought to be
a major regulator of actin structures (S. Huang, Qu, & Zhang, 2015).

1.5 Gradient Oscillations
The calcium gradient present at the cell apex of pollen tubes and root hairs is not
static, but oscillates. Indeed, analyses of these oscillations explore how ion gradients
mechanistically link to tip growth. Initial studies on pollen tubes demonstrated that
calcium gradient oscillations followed the oscillations in growth rate (Cardenas, LovyWheeler, Kunkel, & Hepler, 2008; Messerli, Créton, Jaffe, & Robinson, 2000). While
calcium oscillations in pollen tubes appear to have a single periodicity, quantification of
calcium oscillations via light sheet microscopy and spectral analyses in root hairs
revealed two concurrent periodicities (Candeo, Doccula, Valentini, Bassi, & Costa,
2017). The mechanism behind the concurrent periodicities in root hairs is not known.
Two methods to generate different periodicities could include variable entry or variable
sequestration. For entry, CNGC14 is a prime candidate for being one component of that
oscillation profile, as cngc14 root hairs have altered oscillation profiles (S. Zhang et al.,
2017). Mechanisms of sequestration are not as well understood. That being said, pollen
tubes with suppressed expression of calreticulin, a resident endoplasmic reticulum (ER)
protein with calcium sequestration properties, had aberrant cytosolic calcium levels
(Suwińska, Wasąg, Zakrzewski, Lenartowska, & Lenartowski, 2017). This suggests a
10

role for calreticulin in calcium homeostasis. How calcium enters the ER of pollen tubes,
however, is unclear. These works highlight the need to study the mechanism of calcium
recycling in tip growing systems, which I investigate in Chapter 6.

1.6 Concluding Remarks
To establish a mechanistic understanding of tip growth is to elucidate how
intracellular events cause a local weakening of the apical cell wall- a prerequisite for
turgor driven cell expansion. The weakening, of course, must be balanced with the
deposition of new wall material, or else tip growth fails. As discussed, localized ion
gradients almost certainly play pivotal roles in different processes. For example, the turnover of F-actin in the apex, thought to occur through the ion-dependent activities of actinbinding proteins, might facilitate the dynamics of exocytic and endocytic vesicles
(Bibeau, Kingsley, Furt, Tüzel, & Vidali, 2017). It is unsurprising, then, that dynamic ion
gradients and cytoskeletal elements occur in the same place- the site of polarized
expansion in pollen tubes in root hairs. In moss, dynamic actin structures are present in
the tip (Fig. 1.4), but evidence for an apical calcium gradient is lacking. Therefore, the
work presented in this dissertation is toward bettering our understanding of calcium
dynamics in moss protonemata, and by extension, plant cells in general.
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CHAPTER 2
OPTIMIZING THE USE OF MICROFLUIDIC CHAMBERS FOR THE LONGTERM IMAGING OF MOSS TISSUE

2.1 Introduction
This chapter is my contribution to a collaboration published as (Bascom, Wu,
Nelson, Oakey, & Bezanilla, 2016). To study developmental processes in plants, the
sample must often be dissected to access the area of the plant where the tissue is
developing and differentiating. As an example, floral developmental studies necessitate
dissecting the emerging flower. Because taking time points requires serial specimens, it
has been difficult to follow developmental processes within a single specimen. One major
exception has been the ability to follow developmental processes in roots. Even here,
though, there is a limitation to the number of hours over which it is possible to image the
root (Clark et al., 2011; Grossmann et al., 2011; Meier, Lucchetta, & Ismagilov, 2010).
However with the advent of microfluidic devices, it has been possible to monitor root
growth over much longer time courses (Grossmann et al., 2011). And more recently,
(Jiang, Xu, Aluru, & Dong, 2014) developed microfluidic-based devices to monitor
whole Arabidopsis plant growth in the first few weeks after germination as a means for
high throughput mutant screening. Microfluidic devices have also been used for imaging
excised Arabidopsis embryos to observe early patterning events (Gooh et al., 2015).
These studies establish a basis for following often hard-to-reach developmental processes
over time in a single specimen.
Here, I describe my contribution to a collaboration that designed and utilized
polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) microfluidics chambers for long-term imaging of
12

development in the moss, P. patens. P. patens is typically grown on solid media. Even
with a relatively simple body plan, it has been difficult to image events occurring over
extended time periods within the dense center of the protonemata. The two main
approaches used to image protonemata possess inherent limitations. In one method,
protonemata are placed on a thin pad of agar composed of medium, sealed under a
coverslip, and immediately imaged. The second method relies on first culturing
protonemata in a dish with a coverslip at the bottom that is covered with a thin film of
agar in medium for several days. The protonemata are imaged after they have grown
close enough to the coverslip. The first method is rapid and amenable to high-resolution
imaging of a majority of the sample. However, cells often stop growing after a few hours,
presumably due to insufficient gas exchange. With the second approach, protonemal
tissue grows very well, but often few cells reach the coverslip surface, making it difficult
to perform high resolution imaging on a large fraction of the sample. It is particularly
challenging to image slow-growing mutant lines using the second approach as the mutant
lines often take several weeks to reach the coverslip surface, by which time, the thin agar
has dried out.
Microfluidic devices described here overcome the major limitations of these
standard imaging approaches. Devices are fabricated as PDMS replicas, which are
bonded to dishes with a coverslip bottom, providing a chamber that is 30 µm deep and
filled with liquid growth medium. Since PDMS is highly gas permeable (Merkel, Bondar,
Nagai, Freeman, & Pinnau, 2000), it is not necessary to continuously flow through
medium. In fact, P. patens grows in these devices for several weeks, thereby improving
upon the agar pad method and allowing for an opportunity to image a single specimen
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over developmental time. Additionally, because the plant is constrained to a 30 µm deep
chamber above the coverslip, the majority of the tissue is within the optimal range for
widefield and confocal microscopy. This not only enables high-resolution imaging of
protonemal growth but also facilitates the observation of bud formation and gametophore
development at the cellular level, thus overcoming the limitations of long-term imaging
in glass-bottom chambers overlaid with thin agar.
In addition to long-term imaging at cellular and subcellular resolution,
introducing pharmacological agents by microfluidic flow is simple, thereby enabling
rapid perturbations to the sample. With flexibility in design and implementation, it is
possible that microfluidic devices may provide plant biologists the opportunity to study a
number of different developmental and physiological processes in mosses. It also may be
possible to extend this technology to other small plant species, in particular unicellular
algae, or tissues from other plants that can be confined within the microfluidic device.

2.2 A Brief Description of the Microfluidic Devices
For propagation purposes, I typically spread homogenized P. patens tissue onto a
cellophane covering solid medium. I take a small amount of regenerated tissue and
gently homogenized by manual pipetting in liquid medium. The microfluidic devices
were designed with a large central port opening into a chamber that is 45 µm from the
coverslip (Fig 2.1). I load the chambers by transferring some of the prepared tissue into
this port via pipette. By gently applying pressure with a syringe filled with liquid
medium, I pushed the tissue into the narrower portion of the devices, just beyond the
central port, that is a 30 µm deep chamber (Fig 2.1). Barriers are positioned radially
helping to support the roof of the chamber and prevent tissue from clogging the flow14

through channels (Fig 2.1). Once the tissue entered the 30 µm chamber, continued gentle
pressure from the syringe filled the device with liquid medium. The entire device was
then completely submersed in liquid medium and placed under continuous light.

2.3 Wildtype plants grow well in microfluidic chambers
In order to utilize microfluidic devices as a means to observe developmental events in P.
patens, as a collaborative effort the team first sought to establish that moss tissue
regenerates and grows within PDMS chambers. In microfluidic chambers, both
chloronemal and caulonemal filaments were observed growing over the course of weeks.
I quantified the growth rates of these cell types from time lapse data previously generated
in the lab. Chloronemal cells grew at 7.21±1.72 µm/hr (n=25) and caulonemal cells grew
at 16.07±4.85 µm/hr (n=17) (Fig 2.2).
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Figure 2.1 A Schematic of the Microfluidic Devices

A

B

C

D

Figure 2.1 Schematic of Microfluidic Devices A) A single microfluidic device with a
US dime for scale. B) A chamber mounted on an inverted microscope. C) Brightfield
image of the inside of a chamber. Lightly homogenized protonemal tissue is loaded
through the central large pore (red arrow head) into the inner ring of the chamber (blue
dotted line). Tissue then grows radially outward. Scale bar is 500 µm D)
Chloronemata growing in a chamber. Black arrow head indicates water-air interface of
a bubble within the chamber. Scale bar is 100 µm.
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These rates are in remarkable agreement with previous measurements of
protonemal growth rates (Rounds & Bezanilla, 2013). Growing rhizoids- a third tipgrowing cell type – were also observed. After a gametophore bud initial begins to
expand, rhizoids form at the base and grow. In microfluidic chambers, I measured
rhizoids growing at 19.01±5.24 µm/hr (n=25), slightly faster than caulonemata.
Figure 2.2 Growth Rates of Moss Cells in Microfluidic Chambers

Growth Rate (μm/hr)

25

Figure 2.2 Growth rates of tip growing
moss cells. Quantification of
protonemata and rhizoids growth rates
in microfluidic chambers. Error bars
indicate standard error of the mean.

20
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5
0

Chloronemata Caulonemata

Rhizoids

2.4 Cells in microfluidic chambers are amenable to confocal microscopy
To test if the microfluidic chambers enabled high-resolution imaging with
confocal microscopy, I imaged stable transgenic lines with genetically encoded
fluorophores targeted to specific organelles and subcellular structures (Fig 2.2). For the
organelle lines, Z-projections of an apical protonemal cell in each line revealed an
expected distribution of organelles. Golgi stacks were visible, and I observed a tip-centric
gradient – something not observed for mitochondria and peroxisomes. The arrangement
of organelles is in agreement with previous observations (Furt, Lemoi, Tüzel, & Vidali,
2012). The nucleus was centrally located in the apical cell, and the silhouette of the
nucleolus was visible.
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Figure 2.3 Confocal Microscopy of Cells in Microfluidic Chambers
DIC

Merge

Figure 2.3 Confocal microscopy of
cells in microfluidic chambers. YFP
targeted to the Golgi reveals a tip
focused accumulation of Golgi
dictyosomes. mCherry targeted to the
mitochondria. GFP targeted to the
peroxiosomes. GFP-GUS targeted to
the nucleus. Scale bar is 25 µm.

Nucleus

Peroxisomes

Mitochondria

Golgi
Apparatuses

Flourescence
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2.5 Microfluidic chambers enable real-time pharmacological inhibitory studies
Microfluidic chambers are attractive because of the ease with which it is possible
to perform pharmacological flow through experiments. To this end, I monitored
populations of cortical actin after flowing through an actin depolymerizing drug,
Latrunculin B (LatB). A stable line expressing the F-actin visual reporter, LifeactmRuby, was imaged in the chambers prior to the addition of 25 µM or 50 µM LatB. The
same cell was then imaged after LatB was injected into the chamber. Within two minutes
of flowing in the inhibitor, I observed the cortical actin population disintegrate (Fig 2.3).
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Previous studies employed 25 µM LatB to abolish filamentous actin in apical cells
(S.-Z. Wu & Bezanilla, 2014). However, I found that I needed to increase the LatB
concentration to 50 µM to eliminate the majority of filamentous actin in apical cells (data
not shown) in the microfluidic device. Imaging of subapical cells reveals that within ten
minutes after adding 50 µM LatB, only the thickest actin cables remained. In contrast a
larger number of filaments were still present with 25 µM LatB (Fig 2.3). It is possible
that the PDMS may either absorb or non-covalently interact with some of the inhibitor,
necessitating higher concentrations of LatB. This phenomenon has been observed by
others (Burke et al., 2014; Suarez et al., 2015).
Figure 2.4 LatB is Effective in Microfluidic Chambers
2 min

4 min

8 min

10 min

50 µM Lat B

25 µM Lat B

Pretreatment

Figure 2.4 LatB is effective in Microfluidic Chambers. A) Subapical cells expressing
Lifeact-mRuby2 were imaged near the cortex with a scanning confocal microscope.
Treatment with 25 µM LatB (A) and 50 µM LatB (B) rapidly depolymerizses most
actin filaments. Every 2 minutes, 30 seconds of no-delay acquisition was acquired
for each cell. Single image from each acquisition is shown. Scale bar is 10 µm.
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2.6 Microfluidics chambers facilitate the study of mutants
Given the ease with which wildtype moss grows, I sought to use microfluidic
chambers to gain insight on the growth and development of slow growing mutants.
BRICK1 is a stabilizer of the SCAR/WAVE complex, itself an activator of the Arp2/3
complex, and therefore a regulator of the actin cytoskeleton. BRICK1 knock-out plants
have severe protonemal growth phenotypes (Perroud & Quatrano, 2008). By exploiting
long imaging times afforded by these microfluidic chambers, one can observe the growth
of Δbrk1 plants over the course of days (Fig. 2.5). I quantified the growth rates of Δbrk1
from time lapse data previously generated in the lab. Indeed Δbrk1 grew slower than
wildtype with an average rate of 1.12±0.36 µm/hr (n=34), a full order of magnitude
slower than wildtype.
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Figure 2.5 Δbrk1 plants growing in microfluidics chambers
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Agar
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Microfluidic Device
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Blebbing
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Figure 2.5 Δbrk1 plants growing in microfluidics chambers. A) Comparison of Δbrk1
plants grown on agar and in microfluidics chambers. Scale bar, 50 µm. B) Δbrk1
chloronemata growing in microfluidics chambers (right), and Δbrk1 filament undergoing
comparatively rapid growth (left). Black arrow heads indicate initial position of the
apical cells throughout the series. Scale bar, 50 µm. C) Quantification of growth rates.
Error bars are standard error of the mean.
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Occasionally, but seen in multiple chambers, we observed a previously
undescribed growth phenotype associated with Δbrk1 mutants. A single filament
spontaneously undergoes comparatively rapid growth (2.10 ± 0.25 µm/hr, n=4). This
doubling in growth rate was coupled to a change in apical cell morphology. This
morphology and form of growth was reminiscent of blebbing seen in some mutant pollen
tubes (Gui et al., 2014). As the apical cell reached a mature size, the tip ballooned out to
form the next cell (Fig. 2.5). The branches that formed from blebs tended to abandon
blebbing and grew as typical Δbrk1 chloronemata. Whether this type of growth occurs on
solid or liquid media is unknown, but monitoring growing Δbrk1 plants in microfluidic
chambers allowed us to observe and study this phenomenon in detail.

2.7 Concluding Remarks
In this chapter, I showed that microfluidic chambers are a powerful tool to study
development in P. patens. By growing P. patens over the course of weeks in a twodimensional space, it is now possible to image a continuous spectrum of developmental
events at cellular and subcellular resolution. Importantly, this work showed that P. patens
regenerates and grows well in chambers that are simply immersed in growth medium. I
found that both protonemal cell types grow at rates reported previously. I also quantified
the growth rates of rhizoids, another tip growing cell type, which to my knowledge had
not been previously reported in the literature. Similarly, I quantify growth rates of a slow
growing mutant, Δbrk1, something not previously reported. Additionally, I described a
form of growth that Δbrk1 occasionally uses, referred to here as “blebbing.”
Pharmacological perturbations to growth are a classic means of elucidating
molecular mechanisms underlying both cellular and organismal development. I
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demonstrated that the microfluidic growth chambers can be used to flow in reagents that
may alter cellular and physiological activities. In this chapter, I demonstrated flow-in
capabilities with LatB, but is extendable to other agents, as I demonstrate in Chapters 4
and 5. This may enable high throughput pharmacological studies with the focus on
cellular and subcellular consequences.
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CHAPTER 3
ROP GUANINE DISSOCIATION INHIBITORS ARE REQUIRED FOR
POLARIZED GROWTH

3.1 Introduction
Cell polarity is at least partially maintained by small GTPases (EtienneManneville, 2004; Goryachev & Leda, 2017). In plants, one family of small GTPases, the
Rho/Rac of Plants (ROP) family, has been extensively studied (Feiguelman, Fu, &
Yalovsky, 2018). ROPs localize to the plasma membrane, bound there by a C-terminal
prenyl group (Dovas & Couchman, 2005; Kost, Lemichez, Spielhofer, Hong, Tolias,
Carpenter, & Chua, 1999a). Functional studies in many systems demonstrate the
importance of ROPs in tip growth. The root hairs of Arabidopsis plants over-expressing
the dominate negative (DN) form of ROP2 are 1.7-fold shorter and have a more
undulating growth pattern than controls, while constitutively active (CA) ROP2 causes
root hair branching and multiple root hairs to initiate from trichoblasts (Jones et al.,
2002). In pollen tubes, ROP1 over-expression inhibits germination (Gu, 2006).
Additionally, DN-ROP2 inhibits pollen tube growth when over-expressed. Similarly,
constitutively active forms cause isotropic expansion (Kost, Lemichez, Spielhofer, Hong,
Tolias, Carpenter, & Chua, 1999b). Both identity and function seem to be conserved
throughout plant lineages, as induced overexpression of PpROP2 in the moss
Physcomitrella patens causes a loss of polarity in protonemata (Ito, Ren, & Fujita, 2014).
When RNAi is used to knockdown expression of all ROPs in P. patens, a loss-of-function
approach, regenerated plants entirely lack polarity (Burkart, Baskin, & Bezanilla, 2015).
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That ROP GTPases play a key role in controlling polarity in plant tip growing cells is
well established. In fact, they are thought of as master regulators of polarity in plants
(Feiguelman et al., 2018). To gain a deeper understanding of how ROPs function to
regulate tip growth, there is a need to study the dynamics between ROPs and their
regulators. ROPs require regulatory proteins to assist in both hydrolysis and subsequent
replacement of the guanine nucleotide. As such, ROPs have a network around them to
modulate their activation state (Fig 3.1).
Figure 3.1 Schematic of ROP Regulatory Network

Plasma
Membrane

GTP
ROP

RopGAP Activity

Figure 3.1- Schematic of ROP
regulatory network. The signaling
state of ROP is determined by
the activity of RopGAPs and
RopGEFs. RopGDIs
pull inactive ROP from the
membrane to form
a cytosolic heterodimer.

GDP
ROP

RopGEF Activity

RopGDI Activity
GDP

The Rop Guanine Dissociation Inhibitors (RopGDIs) act as an inhibitor to ROP
by binding to the inactive form of ROP. RopGDIs form a soluble heterodimer by
sequestering ROP’s prenyl motif in a hydrophobic pocket (Dovas & Couchman, 2005). In
RopGDI knock down plants, total ROP GTPase protein levels are reduced, though ROP
transcript levels remain the same. This suggest RopGDIs play a role in protecting ROP
from proteasome degradation in addition to their sequestering roles (Boulter et al., 2010;
Feng et al., 2016). Because RopGDIs function to change the total amount of ROP
available on the plasma membrane for signaling, they have been the subject of many
recent studies. The Arabidopsis genome encodes for three RopGDIs referred to as
RopGDI1, 2a, and 2b (Eklund, Svensson, & Kost, 2010). RopGDI1 was first identified as
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SUPERCENTIPIDE1 (SCN1) in a root hair mutant screen (Parker, Cavell, Dolan,
Roberts, & Grierson, 2000), and later described as RopGDI (Carol et al., 2005).
Arabidopsis lacking SCN1/RopGDI1 have aberrant root hairs that are short (<50 µm)
(Kang et al., 2017), and branched (Carol et al., 2005; Kang et al., 2017), similar to
phenotypes from overexpressing ROP2 (Jones et al., 2002). Additionally, mutant
trichoblasts often have multiple root hair initiation points (Carol et al., 2005; M.
Nakamura et al., 2018), which is similar to the reported effects ROP2 over-expression
(Jones et al., 2002). In addition to root hairs, gdi1 cotyledons have shorter pavement cell
lobes (Y. Wu et al., 2013). Interestingly, short pavement cell lobes are a phenotype in
plants with reduced AtROP4 (Fu, Gu, Zheng, Wasteneys, & Yang, 2005). That ROP
protein are reduced in GDI mutants is established (Boulter et al., 2010; Feng et al., 2016),
so it is understandable that Atgdi1 mutants resemble AtROP4-reduction lines. Taken
together, AtRop1GDI functions primarily in regulating polarized extensions (i.e.,
pavement cell lobes and root hairs) in somatic cells through ROP regulation.
In contrast to the constitutively expressed AtRopGDI1, AtRopGDI2a and 2b are
enriched in pollen (Feng et al., 2016; J.-U. Hwang et al., 2010). Over-expression of each
AtRopGDI in tobacco (Nicotiana tabacum) pollen tubes results in similar levels of
growth inhibition (J.-U. Hwang et al., 2010), suggesting they function similarly. Both
gdi1 and gdi2b single-mutant Arabidopsis pollen tubes grow comparable to control (J.-U.
Hwang et al., 2010). In contrast, Arabidopsis pollen tubes with RopGDI2b knocked down
via stable RNAi are 2-3-fold thicker than control. This suggests that the single RopGDI2b
is playing a major role in pollen tube growth while RopGDI1 seems to be primarily
involved in root hair initiation and growth. Arabidopsis plants lacking all three RopGDIs
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have no somatic phenotypes beyond those already described, and only modest male
sterility issues (Feng et al., 2016). Pollen tubes of gdi1,2a,2b plants are hyposensitive to
the actin-depolymerizing drug Latrunculin B (LatB), having four-fold higher germination
rates than control when grown on 3nM LatB (Feng et al., 2016). In the absence of drug
treatment, gdi1,2a,2b pollen tubes have short actin filaments in both the apex and shank.
The authors interpret these data as evidence of “ectopic actin dynamics” (Feng et al.,
2016). Feng et al. 2016 did not discuss the thick, high-tortuosity actin filaments present
in gdi1,2a,2b pollen tubes. Such structures would be more resistant to depolymerization,
and may explain the hyposensitivity to LatB. In any case, erroneous actin dynamics in
cells with reduced levels of RopGDI complements reports of actin activity in response to
ROP levels. Over-expression of either DN or wildtype ROP1 leads to manifest transverse
bands of GFP-mTalin labeled F-actin in the subapex of pollen tubes (Fu, Wu, & Yang,
2001), and loss-of-function studies in P. patens show an increase in actin dynamics in the
absence of ROP (Burkart et al., 2015). Taken together, these data suggest that RopGDIs
regulate actin dynamics by modulating the number of ROP molecules available for
signaling. Importantly, a dynamic actin cytotskeleton is essential for proper tip growth
(Harries et al., 2005; Vidali et al., 2001). To date, studies of RopGDIs have been
restricted to Arabidopsis, and yet generalizations are made about their function in all
plants. Therefore, I investigated if the role for RopGDIs is conserved in the earlydiverging land plant, Physcomitrella patens.
Recently, P. patens was used to investigate the function of the ROPs themselves
(Burkart et al., 2015; Ito et al., 2014), demonstrating that ROPs function in polarized cell
growth in this early diverging land plant. The P. patens genome encodes for many of the
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ROP regulatory proteins found in other systems (Eklund et al., 2010; Goodstein et al.,
2012), including four nearly identical RopGDIs. GDI1 (Pp3c3_32980) and GDI4
(Pp3c3_33010) differ by a single nucleotide (T510C). Similarly, GDI2 (Pp3c10_19740)
and GDI3 (Pp3c10_19650) differ by only one nucleotide (G378A). Neither nucleotide
change results in a change in the amino acid sequence, such that GDI1 and GDI4 share
complete amino acid similarity, as do GDI2 and GDI3. Because of this, I will refer to
them as GDI1/4 and GDI2/3. The pairs of GDIs are also quite similar- GDI1/4 has
80.95% sequence identity with GDI2/3. Here, I use RNAi to probe the role RopGDIs
play in protonemal tip growth, and provide evidence that they contribute equally to the
process though may be differentially regulated. Similarly, I use complementation of the
RNAi-induced phenotype to validate the functionality of RopGDI2/3-GFP, and use
homologous recombination to endogenously tag RopGDI3. Additionally, I quantify an
increase in cortical actin dynamics in plants with reduced RopGDI expression. This work
demonstrates that ROP GDIs are critical for regulating ROP function during protonemal
growth.

3.2 Loss of Function Phenotype and Complementation
Silencing ROP with transient RNAi results in plants that lack polarized
extensions, and are comprised of fairly spherical cells (Burkart et al., 2015). To explore
the loss of function of the RopGDIs, I generated an RNAi construct transiently knocking
down expression as described in Chapter 1. I expect that knocking down RopGDIs would
result in an accumulation of inactive ROP, and would thus result in plants similar to those
with reduced ROP function. Additionally, RopGDI knockdowns are known to cause a
decrease in total ROP levels, which would also limit ROP signaling (Boulter et al., 2010;
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Feng et al., 2016). As discussed, the coding sequences of the PpRopGDIs are remarkably
similar. To individually silence each type of RopGDI, I needed to generate a construct to
target the more divergent 5’ untranslated regions (UTRs). Therefore, I amplified regions
of the UTRs immediately upstream of the start codon of GDI1 (306bp), 2 (300bp) and 3
(300 bp) and ligated them together as described previously (Vidali et al., 2007). The 5’
UTR of GDI4 shares an uninterrupted 186 bp region of homology immediately adjacent
to the start codon. Therefore, I considered the 306 bp region of GDI1 UTR sufficient to
target GDI4 as well as GDI1. Indeed, 7-day-old plants regenerated from single
protoplasts expressing this UTR-based construct had a striking loss of polarity phenotype.
On average, plants were 39% the size of control plants (Fig 3.2). The average solidity of
0.61, a 1.74-fold increase from the control (Fig 3.2), due to the lack of polarized
extensions. To test if GDI 1/4 and GDI 2/3 contribute equally to this phenotype, I
generated additional RNAi constructs separating the UTRs of GDI1 and GDI 2,3
enabling silencing of each pair independently. Plants expressing GDI 1,4 UTRi were on
average 65% the size of control plants, and plants expressing GDI 2,3 UTRi were on
average 64% the size of control. Similarly, GDI 1,4 UTRi plants have an average solidity
of 0.46, and GDI 2,3 UTRi a solidity of 0.43 (Fig. 3.2). Both UTRi constructs generated
an intermediate phenotype, as evidenced by falling into a discrete statistical group
(ANOVA, Tukey post-hoc test). In summary, the RopGDIs are essential for polarized
growth, and proper growth requires both pairs of RopGDIs.
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Figure 3.2 RopGDI RNAi results in a loss of polarity
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Figure 3.2- RopGDI RNAi results in loss of polarity. A) Representative images 7day-old plants expressing the indicated plasmid. Images are of the chlorophyll
autofluorescence. Scale bar is 100 µm. B) The area and solidity of chlorophyll
autofluorescence. Lines are the mean for each data set, and statistics are result of
ANOVA with a Tukey post hoc test.
The UTR RNAi construct allows for transient complementation assays. It is
possible to knock-down the endogenous transcripts of RopGDIs and simultaneously
transiently reintroduce RopGDI coding sequence. To that end, I cloned the coding
sequences of the RopGDIs into vectors where their expression was driven by the
constitutively active maize ubiquitin promoter. Importantly, transcript produced from this
plasmid does not contain the endogenous 5’ untranslated region, and thus is not targeted
by the RNAi construct. Therefore, I generated two constructs- one that would produce
GDI1/4 and another GDI2/3. Interestingly, it was not possible to achieve more than a
partial rescue with any amount of RopGDI1/4 over-expression tested (Fig 3.3). However,
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the fact that GDI1/4 partially rescues the RopGDI UTRi phenotype is evidence that
GDI1/4 activity can in part alleviate the loss-of-polarity phenotype. I then asked if
GDI2/3 could complement the RopGDI UTRi phenotype.
Figure 3.3 RopGDI1/4 cannot rescue RopGDI RNAi phenotype
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Figure 3.3- RopGDI1/4 cannot fully rescue RopGDI RNAi phenotype. A)
Representative images of plants transformed with either an RNAi plasmid, or RNAi
plus the indicated amount of RopGDI1/4 plasmid. Images are of the chlorophyll
autofluorescence. Scale bar is 100 µm. B) The area and solidity of chlorophyll
autofluorescence. Statistical significance as determined by ANOVA with a Tukey
post hoc test.
In contrast to the GDI1/4 complementation experiments, when 2.5µg of GDI2/3
over-expression plasmid was co-transformed with the UTR-based RNAi construct, I
observed plants that were on average 86.9% the size of control. The solidity of rescued
plants was 0.38, the same as that of the control (Fig 3.4). The fact that RopGDI2/3 overexpression complements the 4x GDI UTRi allowed me to test the functionality of an inframe GFP fusion of GDI2/3. Therefore, I generated a construct with the maize ubiquitin
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promoter driving expression of GDI2/3-GFP. When 2.5 µg of GDI2/3-GFP was cotransformed with the UTR-based RNAi construct, I observed a similar rescue of the
RNAi phenotype (Fig 3.4). On average, plants were 109.6% the size of control, with a
solidity of 0.40. From these data, I concluded that the loss of polarity phenotype seen
with the GDI coding-sequence based RNAi construct is indeed from a knock down of the
GDIs, and that GDI2-GFP is a functional protein that can compensate for the loss of all
endogenous GDIs.
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Figure 3.4 RopGDI2/3 rescues RopGDI RNAi Phenotype
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Figure 3.4- RopGDI2/3 rescues RopGDI RNAi phenotype. A) Representative images
of 7-day-old plants expressing the indicated plasmid. Plants in complementation
experiments were transformed with both 30 µg of the GDI RNAi plasmid along with
2.5 µg of the indicated plasmid. Images are of the chlorophyll autofluorescence. Scale
bar is 100 µm. B) The area and solidity of chlorophyll autofluorescence. Lines are the
mean for each data set, and statistics are the result of ANOVA with a Tukey post-hoc
test. C) Schematic of the altered GDI3-GFP locus, with the location of genotyping
primers indicated. Results of genotyping the GDI3 locus in two independent stable
transgenic lines, and a WT control. Single focal plane confocal image of GDI3-GFP
localization. Scale bar is 5 µm.
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3.3 Subcellular Localization of Endogenous RopGDI3
To investigate the localization of the RopGDIs, I chose to tag GDI3 at the
endogenous locus with an in-frame GFP. I generated two independent lines with a Cterminal GFP successfully integrated into the GDI3 locus. With confocal microscopy, I
observed the GDI3-GFP gene product to be cytosolic (Fig 3.3c), similar to reports with
other plant (J.-U. Hwang et al., 2010; Klahre, Becker, Schmitt, & Kost, 2006) and yeast
(Koch et al., 1997) GDIs.

3.4 Actin Dynamics Increase in Absence of RopGDIs
Knock down of PpROP with RNAi previously resulted in stimulated cortical actin
dynamics (Burkart et al., 2015). Because silencing the RopGDIs should result in an
increased pool of inactive ROP bound to the membrane, I hypothesized that RopGDI
knock down would similarly result in an increase in cortical actin activity. Therefore, I
used the UTR-based RNAi construct to silence RopGDIs in a line stably expressing the
live-cell actin probe, Lifeact-GFP (Vidali, 2009). I then imaged 7-day-old plants actively
expressing the construct via Variable Angle Epifluoresence Microscopy (VAEM) (Fig
3.5). To quantify the dynamics of the cortical actin, I used an analysis that quantifies the
correlation coefficient between frame of a time-lapse acquisition. The correlation
coefficient essential measures the difference in pixel intensity in the analyzed frames.
Differences in the pixel intensity between each frame should result from changes in actin
filament organization, which result from polymerization, depolymerization, bundling, or
unbundling. Therefore, a more changeable time lapse results in a decay with a steeper
slope (Vidali et al., 2010). Correlation coefficient decays were then averaged across cells,
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and plotted in Figure 3.5. As seen previously with ROP knock down (Burkart et al.,
2015), reduced expression of RopGDI results in a more dynamic cortical actin array.
Figure 3.5 Transient Knock-down of GDIs increases actin dymaics
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Figure 3.5- Transient knock-down of GDIs
increases actin dynamics. A) Representative
stills of cortical actin as visualized by
Lifeact-GFP. Scale bar is 1 µm. A 30 second
temporal color code image shows the actin
array changes more in the RNAi cells than in
control. B) Correlation coefficient analysis
quantifies actin dynamics, demonstrating
actin array is more changeable in GDI RNAi
cells. n=14 cells for GDI RNAi, n=11 cells
for Control RNAi. Error bars are s.e.m.
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3.5 Concluding Remarks
In this chapter, I have described the transient knockdown phenotype for P. patens
protonemata lacking ROP Guanine Dissociation Inhibitors. Due to their similarity,
RopGDI1 and RopGDI4 encode for the essentially the same protein, likewise do
RopGDI2 and RopGDI3. Using UTR-based RNAi constructs to target each type of GDI,
I demonstrated knocking down either type results in plants that are of an intermediate size
to knocking down all four RopGDIs. Silencing all four RopGDIs results in plants that are
less than half the size of control plants, and have few polarized extensions (high solidity).
Because RopGDIs function to sequester the hydrophobic prenyl group of inactive ROP,
thus making a cytosolic inactive heterodimer, cells lacking RopGDIs likely have an
accumulation of inactive ROP at the plasma membrane. As predicted, transformation of
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the GDI UTRi construct results in plants that exhibit a similar phenotype to that seen
when ROP levels are reduced (Burkart et al., 2015). It should be noted, however, that
ROP silenced plants were ~20% the size of control, and thus about half the size of the
GDI UTRi plants. One explanation is that ROP signaling is still occurring in GDI UTRi
plants but is merely reduced. What little ROP signaling is still occurring is enough for
growth, but below the threshold required for true polarized growth.
ROP silencing results in an increase in cortical actin dynamics (Burkart et al.,
2015), I found that GDI silencing also results in an increase in actin dynamics. That an
increase in actin dynamics is coupled with a loss of polarized growth corroborates the
model that proper actin dynamics are a prerequisite for polarized growth (Gibbon et al.,
1999; Vidali et al., 2001). In Arabidopsis, plants lacking AtGDI1 have short, isotropic
root hairs (Carol et al., 2005). Similarly, pollen tubes with decreased AtGDI2b levels are
thicker (less polar) than controls (J.-U. Hwang et al., 2010). Yet on the whole,
Arabidopsis plants lacking all three RopGDIs grow fairly well (Feng et al., 2016). This is
in contrast to the dramatic loss of polarized extensions P. patens protonemata where the
RopGDIs are silenced. This suggests that RopGDIs are not explicitly required for diffuse
cell growth, and are instead are more important in tip-growing cells. Arabidopsis has
eleven ROPs, five of which have been characterized as being involved in tip-growth
(Eklund et al., 2010). Given the severity of silencing ROP in P. patens, it may be
impossible to determine if the four ROPs play a role in gametophore cell shape- a
structure made of diffuse growing cells. Given that GDI UTRi silencing is not quite as
severe as the ROP knockdown, a stable knock down of RopGDIs may provide further
insight into ROP function later in development.
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CHAPTER 4
THE COMPLEX APICAL CALCIUM GRADIENT DYNAMICS DEPEND ON
GROWTH

4.1 Introduction
The work presented in this chapter was published in part in (Bascom, Winship, &
Bezanilla, 2018), and was a collaboration with Professor Lawrence Winship of
Hamphsire College. As described in Chapter 1, many tip-growing cells display an
oscillating tipward calcium gradient in which periodic changes in the cytoplasmic
calcium concentration correlate with periodic variations in growth rate (Hepler, 2005).
However, establishing a mechanistic understanding of the interaction between calcium
and growth in vivo has remained challenging due to the many cellular processes affected
by calcium (Kudla, Batistic, & Hashimoto, 2010). An additional challenge has been
identifying an in vivo tip growing plant system amenable to rapid molecular genetic
manipulation with excellent cytology. Despite the advantages of using P. patens as a
model system, calcium signaling in P. patens remains understudied, as discussed in
Chapter 1. In this chapter, I use recent advances in imaging to probe calcium dynamics in
P. patens.
To visualize cytosolic calcium dynamics, I generated a P. patens line that stably
expresses Yellow-Cameleon 65, a FRET-based calcium probe (Choi, Toyota, Kim,
Hilleary, & Gilroy, 2014; Horikawa et al., 2010). Using microfluidic chambers amenable
to long-term live-cell imaging described in Chapter 2 (Bascom et al., 2016), I discovered
that protonemata have a highly dynamic calcium gradient that has complex periodic
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behavior at the tip of growing cells. By perturbing growth pharmacologically, genetically,
and mechanically, I found that intracellular calcium dynamics depend on growth.

4.2 Calcium homeostasis is essential for long-term protonemal growth
To establish that calcium is important for protonemal tip growth, I used
lanthanum chloride (LaCl3) to inhibit calcium channel proteins. Because LaCl3 forms a
precipitate in normal growth medium, I grew plants regenerated from protoplasts on
plates containing only water and agar. I found that after exposure to 0.1 mM LaCl3 for
three days plants were 65% the size of the control (Fig 4.1). Higher concentrations of
LaCl3 further inhibited growth, with plants grown on 0.25 mM LaCl3 only 7% the size of
control (Fig 4.1). The dramatic reduction in area was coupled with reduced viability,
(n=3 plants, 0.5 mM LaCl3; n=48, 0.25 mM LaCl3; n=85, 0.1 mM LaCl3; n=108, control).
Together these results indicate that inhibiting calcium transport negatively affects growth
and viability.
Figure 4.1 Lanthanum Chloride inhibits protonemal growth
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Figure 4.1 Lanthanum Chloride
inhibits protonemal growth.
Representative fluorescence images
of 7 day old plants (A) and the
quantification of plant size (B)
growth on media containing the
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visualized by imaging chlorophyll
autofluorescence. Plant area was
determined as described in Chapter
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4.3 Yellow-Cameleon Nano 65 reveals a calcium gradient in growing protonemata
To visualize cytosolic calcium levels, I generated stable lines where expression of
the FRET-based calcium probe, Yellow-Cameleon Nano 65 (YCN), was driven by a
constitutive promoter (Choi et al., 2014; Horikawa et al., 2010). For confocal imaging, I
regenerated YCN protonemal tissue in microfluidics devices described in chapter 2. I
analyzed caulonemal cells because due to their growth rates, it is easier to identify
actively growing cells. In growing YCN caulonemal cells, I observed a manifest tipward
calcium gradient (Fig 4.2a), similar to that observed in other tip-growing plant cells
(Clarkson, Brownlee, & Ayling, 1988; Felle & Hepler, 1997; Miller, Callaham, Gross, &
Hepler, 1992; Obermeyer & Weisenseel, 1991; Rathore, Cork, & Robinson, 1991). I
found that calcium levels fluctuated on the order of seconds, and did so persistently when
imaged for tens of minutes (Fig 4.2). Interestingly, these episodic changes did not form
stationary oscillations but rather displayed a complex time course, with brief oscillations
of different frequencies appearing and disappearing throughout the series.
I found that methods typically used to analyze oscillatory signals, such as
autocorrelation and Fourier transforms (Uhlén, 2004) were not able to capture the
temporal structure of the calcium changes. Instead, I collaborated with Prof. Lawrence
Winship of Hampshire College to use a wavelet transforms analysis to deconstruct the
complex oscillatory profiles. Unlike Fourier transforms, which look for a constant pattern
across the entire series, the wavelet analysis scans the time series identifying frequencies
of brief, discrete oscillations (wavelets) occurring across any oscillatory data set
(Torrence & Compo, 1998). Summing together the significant wavelet frequencies
recapitulates the observed complex oscillation profile. In every experiment, wavelet
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analysis revealed several statistically significant components shown both in the heat map
as red and as black lines across the frequency versus time profile (Fig 4.2 G-I).
To extract component frequencies, I again collaborated with Prof. Winship and
employed a signal-sifting algorithm that decomposes the complex oscillations into
separate simple ones- empirical mode decomposition (Kaleem, Guergachi, & Krishnan,
2017). This process generates a series of intrinsic mode functions (IMFs) that correspond
to discrete periods found in the complex signal.
Table 4.1 Period and Power Fraction of Intrinsic Mode Functions
Period (sec)
IMF1
IMF2
IMF3
IMF4
IMF5
IMF6
IMF7

Control
23.2±3.39
36.7±3.8
56.0±8.4
97.1±6.88
210.1±37.1
345.2±49.9
-

LatB
22.1±2.7
32.9±9.3
67.1±12.0
123.1±19.7
205.2±11.7
401.4±33.8
420.2±25.9

Power Fraction (%)
Δaip1
50.1±8.7
79.0±7.5
108.0±19.0
197.23±13.5
324.3±54.88
-

Control
30.0±13
3.3±4.4
23.7±12.4
24.0±10.7
12.8±6.5
7.24±9.6
-

LatB
6.2±9.1
2.2±4.1
18.2±10.8
39.0±24.3
13.3±7.4
18.0±10.5
8.2±5.5

Δaip1
58.9±22.2
3.1±3.1
23.6±19.5
9.0±3.2
5.4±6.4
-

Importantly, empirical mode decomposition enabled the quantification of the
degree to which each component oscillation contributed to the net signal, referred to here
as the Power Fraction. I extracted the component frequencies identified as significant in
each experiment and averaged these values across experiments. For control cells, there
were six oscillatory components, summarized in Table 4.1 and shown in Figure 4.2 J,K.
Additionally, component frequencies had unequal contributions to the overall pattern, as
seen in their Power Fraction (Table 4.1, Fig 4.2 J, L). In control cells, IMFs 1,3 and 4
contributed to the bulk of the signal (Table 4.1, Fig 4.2 L). Both the number of
component frequencies and their varied power fraction contributed to the complex
oscillation pattern of the apical calcium gradient.
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Figure 4.2 Apical Calcium Gradient of Growing Caulonema
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Figure 4.2 Apical Calcium Gradient of Growing Caulonemata. Representative
images from a time-lapse acquisition showing the peak and trough of the calcium
fluctuations in wildtype (A), 50 µM LatB treated wildtype (B) and Δaip1 (C) cells (see
movie 1). Kymographs are made from a 20 µm line drawn through the middle of the cell,
parallel to the access of growth. Line traces of mean intensity in an apical region ROI for
wildtype (D), LatB treated wildtype (E) and Δaip1 (F) cells. Wavelet analysis output
represented as a heat map, from wildtype (G), LatB treated wildtype (H) and Δaip1 (I)
cells. Black lines are ridges of statistically significant oscillations. Figure 4.2, continued:
J) Period-Power Fraction plot of intrinsic mode frequencies (IMFs) in each treatment.
Size of ellipse is standard deviation on each axis. K) Period plot of each IMF. Stars
denote statistical difference (Fisher’s LSD, p<0.05). J) Power Fraction plot for each IMF
in control and LatB-treated cells. Power of the IMFs shifts to favor longer periods,
specifically IMF4 (Fisher’s LSD, p<0.05).
To probe the signaling significance of the calcium fluctuations observed in
growing cells, I investigated the change in calcium dynamics after inhibiting growth
using LatB. Cells treated with 50 µM LatB, sufficient to depolymerize actin filaments in
microfluidic chambers (Bascom et al., 2016), continued to exhibit calcium oscillations
(Fig 4.2 B,E). LatB treated cells stopped growing but continued to swell at an average
rate of 2.64 ± 1.5 µm/hr, a 4.7-fold reduction from the wild type expansion rate. Through
empirical mode decomposition, I found that the period of the rapid IMFs (1-3) were
unchanged by the LatB treatment, but both 4 and 6 slowed down, (Table 4.1, Fig 4.2
J,K). While the period of IMF 1 did not change significantly, the Power Fraction of IMF
1 dropped substantially to 6.2 ± 9.1%, making it a weak contributor to the net signal
(Table 4.1, Fig 4.2 L, n=6). Simultaneously, the Power Fraction of IMF 4 increased
significantly to 39.0 ± 24.3%, suggesting that LatB treatment results in oscillations
composed of longer periods (Fig 4.2 L). In support of this, I detected an additional IMF
with a period of 420.2 ± 25.9 seconds in LatB treated cells (Table 4.1, Fig 3.2 J, K, L).
These results showed that cells lacking actin had slower calcium oscillations
.
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LatB depolymerized all actin filaments leading to immediate growth inhibition.
To more subtly perturb growth, I used a genetic approach to modulate actin dynamics.
ACTIN INTERACTING PROTEIN1 (AIP1) works synergistically with ADF to sever
actin filaments (Ketelaar et al., 2004; S. Ono, 2003). P. patens lacking AIP1 exhibit slowgrowing protonemata, dramatically reduced actin filament dynamics, and accumulation
of cytosolic actin bundles (Augustine, Pattavina, Tüzel, Vidali, & Bezanilla, 2011). To
analyze calcium behavior in this mutant, I took advantage of P. patens’ efficient rate of
homologous recombination to knock out AIP1 in a dual-labeled YCN/Lifeact-mRuby
line. The YCN/Lifeact-mRuby Δaip1 line had a similar morphology as Δaip1 mutants
generated previously, and grew at 4.67 ± 1.9 µm/hr, 2.7-fold slower than the control
YCN/Lifeact-mRuby line. Similar to LatB treatment, growing Δaip1 cells also exhibited
a tipward calcium gradient, and both the time trace (Fig 4.2F) and wavelet heat map (Fig
4.2I) showed a shift to favor longer periods in Δaip1. However, the periods of the
component frequencies of the calcium oscillations were different from LatB treated cells
(Fig 4.2). In Δaip1 cells, the first IMF that the empirical mode decomposition analysis
identified was 50.1 ± 8.7 seconds- statistically dissimilar from IMF1 of both control and
LatB treated cells, but statistically indistinguishable from control IMF 3 (Fisher’s LSD,
p<0.05, Fig 4.2 J,K). Likewise, Δaip1 IMF3 and IMF4 were most similar to control and
LatB IMF4 and IMF5, respectively, suggesting that the component frequencies
comprising the calcium oscillation in Δaip1 cells shifted to longer periods (Fisher’s LSD,
p<0.05, Fig 4.2 J,K). Thus, a reduction in actin dynamics resulted in a dramatic
difference in calcium behavior.
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4.4 Physical barriers to growth altered the tip-ward cytosolic calcium behavior
LatB treatment and deletion of AIP1 significantly altered growth by shifting the
pool of monomeric and filamentous actin to either extreme, and the oscillation profile of
the apical calcium gradient was likewise aberrant. To perturb growth without altering
actin, I sought to restrain growth mechanically, thereby not altering cell physiology, and
then monitoring intracellular calcium behavior. I used microfluidic chambers engineered
with a series of barriers around which growing protonemata navigated. I imaged YCN
caulonemal cells growing towards, interacting with, and finally pushing against barriers
(Fig 4.3). Due to variability in the angle of interaction, and microtopography of the
barriers, there was considerable variety in the responses from cells growing into barriers.
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Figure 4.3 Calcium oscillations are altered by inhibiting growth mechanically
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Figure 4.3 Calcium oscillations are altered by inhibiting growth mechanically. A, D, G)
Representative images and kymographs from a time-lapse acquisition of cells interacting
with barriers. Deformed tips denoted by red arrows. White outline marks the cells initial
position before it translocated along the barrier. B, E, H) YCN ratio trace (green line) and
apical curvature (blue line), note that apical curvature decreases as a function of the tip
being deformed. Green denotes time period before collision, yellow denotes time period
when cell exhibits intermediate expansion rates, and red denotes time period when cell
exhibits minimal expansion rates. C, F, I) Wavelet analysis showing a shift to favor long
periods after maximal decrease in expansion rate. (Continued from previous page) J)
Period-Power Fraction plot of IMFs obtained from the green/yellow regions of traces
prior to the maximal collision state (red regions). Size of ellipse denotes standard
deviation on each axis. K) Period of each IMF before and during impact, showing that
period length is unaffected. L) Power Fraction of each IMF shows a trend to favor IMF4
upon impact.
Figure 4.3 shows three examples of the types of interactions observed. Growth inhibition
was readily observed for two of the cells in their respective kymographs. However, a
decrease in the apical curvature (Fig 4.3, B,E,H, blue line) and in the expansion rates
(Fig 4.4) more accurately described the collision behavior. The cell in Figure 4.3 A-C
exhibited a period of normal growth (Fig 4.3B, green region) prior to colliding with the
barrier. Upon collision, there was a drop in the apical calcium (Fig 4.3B, green line).
Afterward, normal growth was inhibited, as evidenced by a change in the apical curvature
(Fig 4.3B, blue line) and expansion still continued at 54.21 µm2/hr, a 5.1-fold decrease
from pre-collision expansion rates (Fig 4.4A). Once normal growth was inhibited, the
wavelet analysis (Fig 4.3C) showed a shift in the oscillation profile to favor longer
periods. The cell in Figure 4.3 D-F slid along the barrier (Fig 4.3E, yellow region),
during which there was a slight decline in the apical curvature (Fig 4.3E, blue line), and a
decrease in the expansion rate (Fig 4.4B). However, the cell was observed to fully collide
once the apical curvature dropped below 0.25 µm-1 (Fig 4.3E, blue line), the expansion
rate was 7.0-fold lower than pre-collision expansion rates (Fig 4.4B).
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Figure 4.4 Expansion Rate of Colliding Cells
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Figure 4.4 Expansion rate of colliding cells. A) Area and expansion rate of cell
described in Figure 4.3A. B) Area and expansion rate of cell described in Figure 4.3D.
C) Area and expansion rate of cell described in Figure 4.3G. I measured cell area
through time (blue line) and heavily smoothed it (green line). I took the first derivative
of the smoothed line, representing the expansion rate in µm2/hr. In each case, the rate of
expansion decreases upon interaction with the barrier, as seen in the curvature data of
Figure 4.3
The full collision was concurrent with a shift in the calcium oscillation profile.
The structure due to the shorter frequencies were over-shadowed by the intense, longer
frequency IMFs (Fig 4.3E, red region, Fig 4.3F). Lastly, the cell in Figure 3.3G-I never
stopped growing as evidenced by the 1.6-fold decrease in expansion rate (Fig 4.4C).
However, at the minimal expansion rate (77.8 ± 5.1 µm2/hr), concurrent with the apical
curvature dropping below 0.17 µm-1, the calcium oscillation profile had a predominant
longer period wavelet (Fig 4.3I).
Though each cell imaged was unique, commonalities were apparent. IMF period
values and power fractions were measured comparing regions of the time course prior to
the collisions (green/yellow) versus during the collisions (red). As each cell interacted
with a barrier, there was a shift in the power of IMFs to favor the longer frequencies (Fig
4.3, J, L). Though shorter frequencies were diminished in power, they were still
detectable and their period seemed unchanged. Interestingly, the oscillation profile for a
cell that experienced an abrupt change in expansion rate (Fig 4.3 A-C) upon contact with
a barrier resembled what I observed after growth was inhibited with LatB (Fig 4.2). Since
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mechanical, pharmacological, and genetic inhibition of growth similarly altered the
calcium oscillation behavior, these data provided a quantitative framework for analyzing
the link between calcium and growth.

4.5 Lanthanum Chloride Abolishes the Calcium Gradient
To further probe the relationship between the calcium gradient and growth, I
sought to selectively perturb the gradient. To accomplish this, I challenged a growing
caulonemal filament with lanthanum chloride, utilizing the microfluidic devices
described in Chapter 2. I reasoned that, since 0.1 mM LaCl3 had only modest effects on
protonemata in the growth assay described in Figure 4.1, this would perturb the calcium
gradient just enough to gain insights into the role calcium plays in tip growth. Indeed,
upon treatment with broad-spectrum calcium channel blocker, the calcium gradient was
dramatically reduced (Fig 4.5). After several minutes, the exact timing of which varied
from cell to cell, the calcium activity returned to the cell which was concurrent with the
apex swelling. Invariably, each cell treated with 0.1 mM LaCl3 ultimately burst. By
collapsing the calcium gradient, I likely uncoupled tip growth resulting ultimately in
unregulated expansion and explosion.
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Figure 4.5 Treatment with 0.1mM Lanthanum Chloride collapses calcium gradient,
Causes tip blowout
Pretreatment

0.1mM LaCl3
Gradient Collapse

Tip Swelling

Tip Blowout

Figure 4.5 Treatment with 0.1mM Lanthanum Chloride collapses calcium gradient,
causes tip blowout. The apical calcium gradient seen in a growing cell is abolished
upon treatment of 0.1mM LaCl3. After several minutes, the apex swells (white arrow
head), concurrent with a rise the calcium concentration, just prior to rupturing.
4.6 Concluding Remarks
Here, I have shown that P. patens tip-growing cells exhibit a complex and
dynamic calcium oscillation profile. To gain insight into the significance of the
component frequencies identified in the calcium oscillations, I manipulated growth
pharmacologically, genetically, and mechanically. I found all treatments that resulted in a
reduction in growth altered the oscillation profile. The most consistent change was that
upon growth retardation, longer frequencies predominated in the oscillation profile.
These data indicate that growth is tightly coupled to calcium homeostasis.
Fourier and spectral analyses (Uhlén, 2004) failed to pull out meaningful data
from the complex calcium behavior at the apex of growing P. patens cells. This is
presumably because the calcium signal is a summation of multiple frequencies resulting
from distinct biological processes. However, using wavelet analysis and empirical mode
decomposition sifting I was able to reliably extract frequencies represented with
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statistical significance from the calcium oscillation data. Wavelet analysis has been
increasingly used to dissect a variety of complex oscillatory data, from hydrology (Sang,
2013), to brain wave activity (Faragó et al., 2017), to financial markets (Berger, 2015). P.
patens apical calcium oscillation profile has six predominate frequencies which modulate
the temporally local calcium signal in a variable combinatorial manner. Calcium
oscillations have been detected in several other systems with vastly different growth
rates, including pollen tubes (Holdaway-Clarke, Feijo, Hackett, Kunkel, & Hepler, 1997;
Messerli et al., 2000; Pierson et al., 1996) and the tip-growing hyphae of Aspergillus
nidulans (Takeshita et al., 2017) both of which exhibit calcium oscillations with a single
frequency. Recently, a two-frequency oscillation profile was reported in Arabidopsis root
hairs (Candeo et al., 2017). It is unclear why some tip-growing cells, such as pollen tubes,
have a single oscillation frequency and others such as root hairs and moss caulonemata
have more complex oscillations. One possibility considers the more permanent nature of
moss protonemata. Pollen tubes are highly specialized cells with the singular purpose to
grow towards the ovule. Root hairs must integrate information about soil composition
into their growth patterns, but are ultimately ephemeral structures. Protonemata, on the
other hand, represent the entire body of the juvenile plant and therefore may have
calcium signals that are observed in the more permanent structures of seed plants (Kudla
et al., 2010).
Alternatively, the multiple oscillations detected in protonemata could be a
function of their power function. If, for example in pollen tubes, the power of the longer
frequency calcium oscillations is small in comparison to the power of the short frequency
oscillation then they may not be detected. As seen by the empirical mode decomposition,
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the Power Fraction for each IMF is varied and it may be that other tip growing systems
have a greater difference in component frequencies such that only one is favored. By
taking advantage of the excellent cytology and genetic manipulability of P. patens, future
computational modeling of calcium homeostasis, coupled to genetic perturbations of
molecules involved in calcium regulation, will help to identify the molecular basis of the
longer frequency calcium oscillations.
Notably, altering actin dynamics in P. patens shifted the predominant frequencies
to longer time scales. For example, in the absence of actin filaments, I found that the
contribution of the short frequency calcium oscillation is diminished and a new longer
frequency oscillation (IMF 7) is observed. Additionally, IMF4 increases in power upon
LatB treatment, and trends towards the same during collisions with barriers. It could be
that the trend to favor longer oscillations is indicative of a stress response, of which
calcium has been known to play a part (Cao et al., 2017; Ranty et al., 2016; L. Zhang,
Du, & Poovaiah, 2014). When actin dynamics are drastically inhibited in Δaip1 cells, I
observed a shift of the more rapid IMFs in periodicity to slower times, but significantly
faster than in the absence of actin filaments. Indeed, it appears that what IMF3 in control
cells completely disappears in Δaip1 cells, and IMF 1 and 2 shift to compensate (Fig
4.2J). These data suggest that dynamic actin influences the calcium oscillatory behavior.
However, it is difficult to uncouple growth and actin dynamics, since cells lacking actin
do not grow and cells with drastically impaired actin dynamics such as the Δaip1 cells
grow very slowly. To address this, I imaged cells with normal actin dynamics that were
physically restrained by encountering a barrier. Barrier navigation is analogous to how
protonemata might negotiate and colonize uneven soil. Interestingly, I also observed
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shifts to predominantly longer frequencies when the cells grew against the barriers.
Together these data suggest that when growth is affected, the calcium oscillatory
frequencies slow down indicating a change in growth status.
Since the calcium behavior is oscillatory, it suggests that there is active feedback
between calcium and growth. Intriguingly and in contrast to pollen tubes, moss
caulonemata do not exhibit obvious growth oscillations (Furt, Liu, Bibeau, Tüzel, &
Vidali, 2013), which could simply be an issue of resolution. As discussed in Chapter 1
and 2, caulonemata grow at 16 µm/hr. This rate is in stark contrast to lily pollen tubes
which grow on average 1,080 µm/hr. Oscillations in growth rate are easily observable as
they swing from 360 µm/hr to 1,800 µm/hr (Hepler & Winship, 2015). If there are
oscillations in the growth rate of moss caulonemata, they may be a difference in only a
few microns per hour, and would be technically challenging to detect. Nevertheless, if a
feedback mechanism is present, then in the absence of calcium oscillations, growth
should be inhibited. I was able to abolish all calcium oscillations in growing caulonemata
by adding LaCl3 to the growth medium. As predicted, caulonemal cells exposed to
0.1mM LaCl3 immediately stopped growing and exploded within a few minutes (Fig
4.5). Because LaCl3 abolishes the calcium gradient, it suggests that calcium oscillatory
behavior requires entry of extracellular calcium. Furthermore, calcium oscillations during
tip growth are required for cellular integrity. Interestingly, prolonged exposure to 0.1 mM
LaCl3, as in the growth assays (Fig 4.1), was not lethal. This suggests that plants are able
to compensate for the deleterious effects of LaCl3, perhaps by changing the composition
of the cell wall, or by sequestering LaCl3. 7-day old plants, which were the plants imaged
in the growth assays in Figure 4.1, are predominately composed of chloronemata, as
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caulonemata occur later in development. Together, these observations could suggest that
chloronemata cells are more resilient than caulonemata to the effects of LaCl3.
In summary, the work presented here is the first to describe the complex calcium
oscillations seen in P. patens caulonemata, and is thus the foundation for further
investigations into calcium signaling in plant cells.
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CHAPTER 5
THE DYNAMICS OF THE APICAL ACTIN SPOT ARE CONGRUENT WITH
THE APICAL CALCIUM GRADIENT

5.1 Introduction
The work presented in this chapter was published in part in (Bascom et al., 2018),
and was a collaboration with Professor Lawrence Winship of Hamphsire College. One
favored hypothesis connecting calcium signaling to growth says that cytosolic calcium
levels control the actin cytoskeleton, which in turn regulates secretion and thus cell wall
expansion ((Hepler & Winship, 2015). In support of this hypothesis, actin
depolymerizing drugs such as Latrunculin B (LatB) abolish the dynamic tipward calcium
gradient and growth in pollen tubes and root hairs (Cardenas et al., 2008; Gibbon et al.,
1999; Ketelaar, de Ruijter, & Emons, 2003; Rosero, Žárský, & Cvrčková, 2013). In
contrast, LatB treatment of P. patens caulonemata dramatically alters the oscillations of
the gradient, but the gradient itself remains intact. In pollen tubes and root hairs treated
with LatB, however, cytosolic calcium likely decreases because growth stops. Stretchactivated calcium channels in the plasma membrane have been proposed to link growth
status to calcium by responding to cell wall or membrane curvature thereby modulating
cytosolic calcium uptake (Dutta & Robinson, 2004; Messerli et al., 2000). However, how
calcium regulates the actin cytoskeleton in tip-growing cells remains unclear.
In fact, there are myriad possible mechanistic connections between calcium and
actin filament dynamics and organization. At the biochemical level, the activity of many
actin-binding proteins is calcium dependent, and can thus modulate F-actin architecture
directly (Hepler, 2016). Specifically profilin binding activity has been shown to be
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calcium dependent in vitro (Kovar, Drøbak, & Staiger, 2000), and profilin deficient tipgrowing cells are impaired (X. Liu et al., 2015; Vidali et al., 2007). Villins, gelsolin-like
proteins, bind and sever actin in a calcium independent and calcium-dependent manner,
respectively (S. Huang et al., 2004), and are necessary for pollen tube growth (H. Zhang
et al., 2010). Additionally, cytosolic calcium levels directly regulate calcium-dependent
protein kinases (CDPKs), which do not require an interaction with calmodulin for
activation. In support of this, CDPK-like null plants have aberrant actin structures within
pollen tubes, suggesting CDPKs could regulate actin by phosphorylating specific actinmodulating proteins (X. Yang et al., 2014; Yoon, Dowd, Gilroy, & McCubbin, 2006),
with ACTIN DEPOLYMERIZING FACTOR(ADF)/Cofilin being a well-studied
example (Allwood, Smertenko, & Hussey, 2001; Augustine, Vidali, Kleinman, &
Bezanilla, 2008; Smertenko et al., 2002). Similarly, calcium levels are implicated in
controlling ROP activity (see Chapter 3) (A. Yan, Xu, & Yang, 2009). Thus, calcium has
an impact on many actin-dependent cellular processes, making it challenging to uncover
the mechanistic links between calcium and actin.
To simultaneously monitor the dynamics of calcium and actin in moss
protonemata, I generated a dual labeled line with both YCN65 described in Chapter 4,
and Lifeact-mRuby, a validated live-cell actin binding probe (J. Huang et al., 2012; Riedl
et al., 2008; Vidali, Rounds, Hepler, & Bezanilla, 2009a). By simultaneously imaging
calcium and actin, I demonstrated that tip-focused actin filaments also exhibited complex
oscillatory behavior that is anti-correlated with cytosolic calcium.
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5.2 Cytosolic calcium and apical actin are anticorrelated during tip growth
As described in Chapter 1, growing caulonemata have a changeable, but
persistent, apical actin structure. While persistent over long time periods, the actin spot is
changing position and intensity during growth. Presumably, this is due to constantly
polymerizing and depolymerizing on a time scale of seconds. Given the body of literature
suggesting calcium is powerful regulator of actin polymerization, I investigated the
relationship between actin and calcium during growth. I reasoned that if calcium
modulates actin turnover in the apical actin spot, then the calcium and actin signals would
be correlated. To ensure that decreases in intensity were not due to the actin spot moving
out of the imaging plane, I increased the size of the pinhole capturing light from above
and below the imaging plane. For calcium, I measured the mean intensity of a region of
interest (ROI) at the cell tip, starting ~6µm back from the apex. For actin, I measured the
maximum intensity in the same ROI to track changes in the actin spot (Figure 5.1a, red
trace).
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Figure 5.1 Actin and calcium are anticorrelated at the tip of growing cells
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Figure 5.1 Actin and calcium are anticorrelated at the tip of growing cells. A)
Images of YCN and LA-mRuby acquired simultaneously. Red trace depicts the ROI
used for analysis. Scale bar is 10 µm. B) Intensity plot of mean YCN intensity
within the ROI (green) and maximum LA-mRuby intensity within the ROI (red).
Black arrows indicate qualitative regions of anti-correlation. C) Cross-correlation
average trace (n=9 cells) revealing a maximum correlation coefficient and lag
between calcium and actin.
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When these intensities were plotted together, we observed that high levels of
calcium qualitatively correlated with low levels of actin (Figure 5.1b, black triangles
point to anti-correlated peaks). To quantitatively test the observed correlation, we used
cross correlation analysis (Figure 5.1c). Cross correlation analysis quantifies the
relationship of two data sets by comparing one to the other along all the points in the
series. By shifting the actin data along the calcium data, the cross-correlation analysis
revealed that calcium and actin signals were significantly anti-correlated (-0.473, n=9).
Additionally, this analysis revealed a -6.1 ± 2.2 second lag associated with the calcium
signal and the corresponding actin response. I obtained similar values when I performed
cross-correlation analysis of the apical calcium and the area of the actin spot (Fig 5.2).
Cross correlation analysis takes into account the shape of each intensity change.
Therefore the temporally local decrease in Lifeact-mRuby signal is proportional to the
previous rise in YCN ratio, demonstrating that the intensity of the actin at the apical spot
is predicted by the preceding calcium activity.
Figure 5.2 Maximum intensity and area of apical actin spot are both anti-correlated
with calcium
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Figure 5.2 Maximum intensity and area of apical actin spot are both anti-correlated with
calcium. A) Cross correlation analysis conducted with calcium and the area of a
thresholded representation of the apical actin spot. B) The maximum intensity of
LifeAct-mRuby in of a 6µm2 region of interest (ROI) or the area of a thresholded
representation of the apical actin spot, yields similar averages in a crosscorrelation analysis.
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To further investigate the relationship between calcium and actin, I took
advantage of the Δaip1 mutant discussed in Chapter 4 since it has altered actin and
calcium dynamics. I performed simultaneous acquisition of both YCN and LifeactmRuby in YCN/LAmRuby/Δaip1 protonemata. Similar to previous observations
(Augustine et al., 2011) and distinct from what is present in wild type cells, I observed
dramatic actin filament bundles (Fig 5.3a). Additionally, these actin bundles appeared to
undergo retrograde movement. Interestingly, in growing cells, actin bundles originated in
a subapical region precisely correlating with the boundary between the apical calcium
gradient and background cytosolic calcium levels (Fig 5.3a). This observation is
consistent with the formation of actin filaments in the low calcium state. However, fine
actin filaments, particularly the prominent apical actin spot, were nearly absent from the
apical cytoplasm even in the presence of an oscillating calcium gradient. It is possible
that actin monomers are sequestered in the subapical actin bundles and thus are
unavailable to polymerize at the cell apex because actin filaments turn over slowly in
Δaip1 plants (Augustine et al., 2011). Thus, in a cell where the equilibrium between
monomeric and filamentous actin has been shifted towards the latter, actin network
formation was still anti-correlated with calcium activity.
To investigate actin’s response, I sought to specifically alter calcium. The anticorrelation between calcium and actin predicts that under sustained periods of low
calcium, the apical actin spot should undergo unregulated actin polymerization.
Similarly, under sustained periods of high calcium, the apical actin spot would
depolymerize. I tested this prediction by monitoring the response of both the actin spot
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and cytosolic calcium levels when growing cells were exposed to 0.1 mM LaCl3, which
inhibits calcium entry.
Figure 5.3 Aberrant actin and calcium

A

B

Figure 5.3 Aberrant actin and calcium. A) Maximum intensity projection of Z-stacks
of LA-mRuby2 (top row) and medial plane selections of YCN (bottom row) for
three representative YCN/LA-mRuby2/Δaip1 apical cells. Note that the basal end of
the calcium gradient coincides with the apical boundary of the actin bundles. Scale
bar is 10 µm. B) Single focal plan images of LA-mRuby2 (top) and YCN (bottom)
of a WT cell treated with 0.1 mM LaCl3. The first pair is pretreatment. The second
part illustrates the enlarged apical actin spot (white arrow head) and depressed
calcium gradient. Finally, the third pair shows the absence of the apical actin spot
when cytosolic calcium increases prior to complete lysis. Scale bar is 10 µm.
Within seconds of the addition of LaCl3, growth stopped and the strong tipward calcium
gradient weakened (Fig 5.3b), similar to results discussed in Chapter 4. Concomitant
with the loss of the calcium gradient, the actin spot dramatically increased in size (Fig
5.3b, white arrow head) taking up a larger region of the cell tip. Interestingly, the spot
remained quite mobile during this transition. The remaining cytosolic calcium dropped
over the course of minutes. As discussed in Chapter 4, each cell treated with 0.1 mM
LaCl3 ultimately exploded after several minutes. Prior to explosion, there was a dramatic
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increase in cytosolic calcium that appeared to emanate from the tip, suggesting that a
small rupture of the plasma membrane occurred at or near the tip. This dramatic increase
was accompanied by an immediate decrease in the accumulated actin spot. Taken
together, these data suggest that elevated calcium inhibits apical actin filament
accumulation in vivo.

5.3 Concluding Remarks
In this chapter, I investigated the relationship between intracellular calcium and
the actin cytoskeleton, the latter being essential for polarized growth in P. patens. By
simultaneously imaging calcium and actin in cells, I demonstrated calcium activity
predicts the size and intensity of the apical actin spot.
Dissecting the mechanistic links between calcium, actin and growth has been
challenging, because calcium affects a multitude of cellular processes (Kudla et al.,
2010), and therefore has a complex intracellular regulatory infrastructure. Consequently,
the focus of the tip-growth field has been on calcium modulation of the actin cytoskeleton
ultimately impacting secretion (Hepler & Winship, 2015). The majority of these studies
have analyzed correlations between intracellular activities (calcium/actin/secretion) and
growth, not between the intracellular activities themselves (Michard et al., 2017).
Recently, however, Takeshita N, et al. (2017) approached this question in the hyphae of
the fungus, Aspergillus nidulans. By knocking out known calcium channels, they
dramatically reduced the correlated calcium and F-actin oscillations seen in wildtype.
And here, I modulated the actin dynamics in a plant system and measured the
consequences observed in the calcium oscillation profile. Additionally, by hindering
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calcium uptake with LaCl3, I documented a robust reciprocal interaction whereby actin
polymerization increases when the apical region is in a low calcium state.
With simultaneous imaging of calcium and actin probes, I saw that calcium and
the intensity and size of an apical actin structure are anti-correlated. I found that in wild
type cells with normal actin dynamics, high calcium levels lead to depolymerization of
the apical actin spot. Low levels promoted formation of the actin spot. In the subapical
region of the cell that has constitutively low levels of calcium, actin bundles were
observed. However, in cells with reduced actin dynamics, such as in Δaip1 cells, I
observed a shift towards actin bundling due to the longer lifetime of individual filaments
(Augustine et al., 2011). As a result, in the subapical regions, which directly correlated
with low calcium levels, I observed massive bundling. This likely results in an apical
domain deprived of sufficient monomers to generate the apical actin spot, even though
Δaip1 cells exhibited sustained periods of low calcium at the cell tip.
In the absence of the calcium gradient, which was achieved in cells treated with
LaCl3, I observed the actin spot grow in intensity, corroborating my observations that
calcium inhibits actin accumulation in wildtype cells. Importantly, I observed that the
enlarged actin spot lost focus and occupied a larger portion of the tip, suggesting that
calcium not only controls the dynamics of the apical actin spot, but also spatially restricts
the actin spot in the apical dome. Treatment with LaCl3 lead to cell rupture, suggesting
that an enlarged actin spot leads to unregulated cell expansion. Thus, my data suggest that
oscillatory changes in calcium precisely modulate the apical actin spot, leading to
regulation of cell expansion at the cell tip.
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Moving forward, coupling modeling of the rich and complex calcium oscillation
profile in P. patens caulonemata. The superb cytology and extensive genetic resources
available in P. patens provides an opportunity to uncover the molecular linkages between
growth, calcium, and actin.
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CHAPTER 6
IDENTIFYING MOLECULAR REGULATORS OF CYTOSOLIC CALCIUM
AND CALCIUM-DRIVEN ACTIN DYNAMICS

6.1 Introduction
The dynamics of the apical calcium gradient in growing caulonemata are
anticorrelated to the dynamics of the apical actin spot (Chapter 5). This anticorrelation
requires two elements- a mechanism sustaining cytoplasmic calcium homeostasis and a
molecular link between calcium levels and actin regulation. In this chapter, I probe for
proteins that would be involved in either of those aspects. As such, this chapter serves as
a summary of a candidate gene search I conducted. I investigate the loss-of-function of
well-known calcium-dependent actin regulatory proteins, the villins. The evidence I
describe suggests that villins are essential for wildtype growth. To identity proteins that
play a role in regulating the parameters of the calcium gradient, I screen three gene
families implicated as playing a role in calcium dynamics- ER-Calcium ATPases, MID1Complementing Activity proteins, and Autoinhibitory Calcium ATPases. Through lossof-function studies, I identify members of the Autoinhibitory Calcium ATPase family
that are essential for protoplast regeneration and growth, as well as characterize higher
order mutants of that calcium ATPase family. The work I describe in this chapter is
foundational to future efforts in modeling calcium dynamics in growing P. patens
protonemata.
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6.2 Villins
As discussed in Chapter 1, villins (VLNs) are calcium-regulated actin severing
proteins – so they are ideally positioned to link calcium and actin dynamics (S. Huang et
al., 2015). Villins are similar to a class of animal proteins called gelsolins. Both are
mainly comprised of gelsolin repeat domains. In addition to the gelsolin repeats, and in
contrast to characterized animal gelsolin proteins, villins have a C-terminal headpiece
domain (Fig. 6.1). Some plant genomes contain villin/gelsolin genes that lack the
headpiece domain (S. Huang et al., 2015), but whether these genes are conserved
gelsolins or villins that have lost the headpiece domain is unclear. Importantly, both the
gelsolin repeat domain and the headpiece domain bind to F-actin (S. Huang et al., 2015).
The Arabidopsis genome contains five villins. Each AtVLN contains both gelsolin
domain repeats and a C-terminal headpiece domain. Each plays a role in either vegetative
cell (van der Honing et al., 2012) root hair (Y. Zhang et al., 2011), or pollen tube growth
(H. Zhang et al., 2010). AtVLN2 through 5 bind and bundle actin in a calciumindependent manner, and sever in the presence of micromolar levels of calcium (Khurana
et al., 2010; H. Zhang et al., 2010; Y. Zhang et al., 2011). AtVLN5 also caps the barbed
ends of actin filaments in vitro (H. Zhang et al., 2010). Conversely, AtVLN1 behaves
solely as a calcium-independent actin bundler in vitro (S. Huang, 2005). Plants lacking
either VLN2 or VLN3 have no manifest phenotypes, yet vln2vln3 double mutants exhibit
dramatic tissue-curling phenotypes (van der Honing et al., 2012), suggesting a role in
regulating cell shape. Importantly, villins are important for proper tip growth in
Arabadopsis. As such, vln4 root hairs are approximately half the length of controls (Y.
Zhang et al., 2011), while vln5 pollen tubes grow at about half the rate of wildtype. Given
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the biochemical properties described above, one would expect vln pollen tubes or root
hairs to have aberrant actin structures. Calcium-dependent severing at the tip would be
diminished, and one would expect an accumulation of filamentous actin. Indeed, vln2vln5
pollen tubes have strong apical actin accumulations (Qu et al., 2013), and vln4 root hairs
have aberrant actin structures (Y. Zhang et al., 2011).
In contrast to the five villins in Arabodopsis, the Physcomitrella patens genome
has only three villins and one villin-like gene (Goodstein et al., 2012). Based on their
amino acid identity, I have named them VLN1, VLN2a, VLN2b, VILLIN-LIKE
HEADPEICE (VLH) (Fig 6.1a, Table 6.1). With the exception of PpVLH, the villins in
P. patens are far more similar to each other than they are to any in Arabidopsis. The
highest degree of identity is that of PpVLN2b to AtVLN3 at 48.26%. Similarly, PpVLN1
is most identical to both AtVLN2 and 3 at 47.56% and PpVLN2a most similar to
AtVLN2 at 46.91%. Importantly, AtVLN2 and 3 are calcium-sensitive actin severing
proteins, and therefore it is reasonable to hypothesize that the P. patens villins are as
well.
Table 6.1 Amino acid identity of the P. patens villins

Gene Name
Villin 1
Villin 2a
Villin 2b
VLH

Locus
Pp3c18_7160V3.1
Pp3c22_17160V3.1
Pp3c19_16000V3.1
Pp3c17_11440V3.1

Villin 1
100%
75.94%
78.15%
38.41%

Amino Acid Identity
Villin 2a
Villin 2b
100%
83.04%
100%
37.85%
40.11%

VLH
100%

PpVLH is a notable outlier. As shown in Figure 6.1a, it does not have any
gelsolin repeats. Not only does it have a dramatic N-terminal truncation, but the linker
region and headpiece domain are quite divergent- the highest score among the P. patens
villins is only 40.11% identical to the headpiece domain of PpVLN2b (Table 6.1). I
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asked whether villins participate in regulating P. patens protonemata regeneration and
growth. Therefore, I built an RNAi construct that would silence the three villins as well
as the gene encoding for just the headpiece. I cloned the first 511 bp of PpVLN1, the first
507 bp of PpVLN2a and 2b, and the entire predicted coding sequence of PpVLH
(534 bp). The four amplicons were ligated together and directionally cloned into an entry
vector, which was subsequently cloned into an RNAi expression vector via an LR
reaction as described in Chapter 1.
Figure 6.1 Reduced villin function impairs growth
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Figure 6.1 Reduced villin function impairs growth. A) Domain models for the villins.
VLN1, 2a and 2b each contain six gelsolin repeats and a C-terminal headpeice domain.
Interstingly, VLH maintains only a linker region and a divergent headpeice domain. B)
Chlorophyll autoflouresence of 7-day-old regenerated protoplasts expressing the
indicated RNAi plasmid. Scale bar is 100 µm. C) Quantification of plant area,
normalized to plants expressing the control plasmid. p value determined in an ANOVA
with a Tukey post hoc test.
Plants that expressed the VLN RNAi construct were markedly smaller than
control plants (Fig. 6.1b,c, n= 59). This suggests that the villins are indeed key players in
protonemal growth. To narrow down which villins contributed to the RNAi phenotype, I
generated two more constructs: one targeted the three villin genes (PpVLN1, 2a and 2b),
and the other targeted only PpVLN2a, 2b. Interestingly, plants transformed with either
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construct were similar in size to plants transformed with the original VLN RNAi
construct (Fig 6.1b,c, n=23 and n=47, respectively). These data suggest that PpVLN2a
and 2b are the primary villins that function during protonemal growth.
I cloned at least 500 bp of each villin for the RNAi construct to ensure strong
silencing. However, these regions are actually quite similar. I aligned the cloned regions
specifically, and observed that there is at least 82% nucleotide identity among PpVLN1,
2a and 2b (Table 6.2). Therefore, it was possible that the coding sequence RNAi (CDSi)
construct consisting of VLN2a and 2b was knocking down VLN1 transcripts.
Table 6.2 Nucleotide Identity of VLN RNAi Fragments
Gene Name

Villin 1

Villin 1
Villin 2a
Villin 2b
Villin 3

100%
82.00%
82.78%
19.66%

Nucleotide Alignment of RNAi Fragments (%)
Villin 2a
Villin 2b
100%
85.21%
29.59%

100%
30.90%

Villin 3
100%

To address this, I designed a new RNAi construct that targeted the more divergent
5’ untranslated region (UTR) of the villins. The nucleotide sequences of the 5’ UTRs are
no more than 25% identical, and therefore these UTR RNAi (UTRi) constructs allow for
the specificity needed to reliably silence only VLN 2a and 2b. Using 582 bp of VLN2a
5’UTR and 397 bp of VLN2b 5’UTR, I generated an RNAi construct that would
specifically silence these two genes. Indeed, seven-day-old plants expressing VLN2a2b
UTRi were 27.8% the size of control plants on average (Fig. 6.2, n=41). This phenotype
is similar to that seen with the VLN 2a2b CDS construct.
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Figure 6.2 VLN 2a and 2b UTR-based RNAi construct recapitulates CDS-based
silencing
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Figure 6.2 VLN 2a and 2b UTRbased RNAi construct
recapitulates CDS-based
silencing. A) Seven day old
plants transformed with the
indicated construct. Red is
chlorophyll autoflouresence.
Scale bar is 100 µm.
B) Quantification of plant area,
normalized to plants
transformed with control plasmid.
Significance determined with
ANOVA and Tukey post-hoc test.
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Taken together, these RNAi data strongly suggest that the Phycomirella villins are
major players in protonemal growth and development. Moving forward, it would be
informative to generate stable knock outs of VLN 2a and 2b, and observe the actin
structures in the absence of this canonical calcium-dependent actin regulator. For further
discussion on the villins, see Chapter 6.5.
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6.3 Mid1-Complementing Activity Genes and ER-Calcium ATPases
One model of calcium entry during tip growth in pollen tubes states that Stretch
Activated (SA) channels open in response to a change in membrane curvature resulting
from exocytosis (Hepler et al., 2012; Vidali et al., 2001). There is evidence for the
activity of SA channels in pollen protoplasts (Dutta & Robinson, 2004). Yet a channel
responsible for the rhythmic entry of calcium into pollen tubes and root hairs has
remained elusive. In the yeast S. cerevisiae, the putative SA calcium channel MID1 is
essential for viability in the presence of mating pheromone (Iida, Nakamura, Ono,
Okumura, & Anraku, 1994). Nakagawa et al. 2007 conducted a screen for mid1
complementing transcripts from an Arabidopsis cDNA library, and identified MID1
COMPLEMNTING ACTIVITY 1 (MCA1) (Nakagawa et al., 2007). In a later study, a
homolog of AtMCA1, AtMCA2, was described (Yamanaka et al., 2010).
Though mca1 and mca2 individual plants have minimal phenotypes on normal,
high calcium, and low calcium media, mca1mca2 double mutants have delayed
development in standard growth conditions. The roots of single mutants, however, have a
diminished ability to grow from low-density (0.8%) to high-density (1.6%) agar.
Additionally, mca1 roots have a diminished calcium-uptake capability, a phenotype not
seen in mca2 roots (Nakagawa et al., 2007; Yamanaka et al., 2010). AtMCAs do not have
significant similarity to known ion channel motifs, though Nakagawa et al. 2007
concluded from bioinformatic surveys that AtMCA1 should have two transmembrane
domains. It is possible that oligermization activities of the MCAs could form a calciumpermeable pore. Therefore, it is thought that MCAs function as a mechanism to transduce
mechanical perturbations, be they from external sources (e.g. change in media hardness)
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or the result of growth (e.g. less calcium in roots). The mechanism of calcium uptake
defects seen in mca1 remain to be elucidated. Though a role for MCAs pollen tubes or
root hairs has not been investigated, the MCA gene family is a compelling candidate for a
SA channel. Therefore, I assayed a loss-of-function phenotype in P. patens via RNAi.
The P. patens genome contains two homologs to the Arabidopsis genes- PpMCA1
(Pp3c12_21520) and 2 (Pp3c8_990). They share a similar amino acid identity to one
another as the AtMCA genes do- 71.62%. To assay the loss-of-function effects of
PpMCA1 and 2 in protoplast regeneration and protonemal growth, built an RNAi
construct that targeted both PpMCAs. I amplified the first 373 bp of the predicted coding
sequence of PpMCA1 and cloned it directionally into an entry vector. I expected the
nucleotide identity between this fragment and the PpMCA2 sequence, 73.21%, would be
enough to effectively silence MCA genes (see Concluding Remarks). From there, I
transferred the gene fragment into an RNAi expression vector as described in Chapter 1
via an LR reaction. 7-day-old regenerated plants expressing the MCA RNAi construct did
not have a significant change in total plant area or morphology (Fig 6.3a,b n=30 MCA
RNAi, n=31 control). To test if the loss-of-function phenotype was calcium dependent, I
grew plants on calcium-deficient media (water agar) supplemented with hygromycin.
Interestingly, MCA RNAi plants were 71.3% the size of control (Fig. 6.3 c,d, n=21 MCA
RNAi, n=30 control). This suggests that MCAs in P. patens may be playing a role in
either growth rate or perhaps determining the properties of the cell wall. If MCAdeficient plants have impaired signal transduction of the mechanical state of their cell
wall, it could be that they are less efficient at adapting the physical characteristics of the
cell wall to grow in a calcium-deficient media.
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Figure 6.3 ER-Calcium ATPases and MID1 Complementing Activity genes have
minimal knock-down phenotypes
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Figure 6.3 ER-Calcium ATPases and Mid1 Complementing Activity genes have
minimal knock-down phenotypes. A) Representative images of 7-day-old plants
transformed with the indicated RNAi construct grown on the standard growth media
plus antibiotic selection. Scale bar 100 µm. B) Quantification of the chlorophyll
autoflouresence area and solidity. C) Representative images of 7-day-old plants
transformed with the indicated RNAi construct, grown on water agar plus antibiotic
selection. Scale bar 100 µm. D) Quantification of the chlorophyll autoflouresence area
and solidity. p value of ANOVA with Tukey post hoc test.
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In addition to SA-mediated calcium entry, I sought to identify components of
calcium uptake and sequestering machinery. P-type ATPases, so named because they are
phosphorylated as a step in the pump cycle (Axelsen, Venema, Jahn, Baunsgaard, &
Palmgren, 1999), are a large class of ion-transport proteins (Pedersen, Axelsen, Harper,
& Palmgren, 2012). They are organized into classes I-V depending on the type of ion
they transport (Axelsen et al., 1999). Type II P-type ATPases (PII) are responsible for
transporting non-heavy metal cations, and are further divided into subgroups for calcium
(PIIB), potassium (PIIC), sodium (PIID), or calcium/manganese transport (PIIA)
(Pedersen et al., 2012). PIIA ATPases are also known as ER-Type Calcium ATPases
(ECAs) because of their similarity to described animal ER Calcium ATPases (Sze, Liang,
Hwang, Curran, & Harper, 2000). The Arabidopsis genome encodes for four ECA
proteins, with AtECA1 being the best described (Liang, 1998; Z. Wu et al., 2002).
AtECA1-null plants have no phenotype under standard growth conditions, but grow
poorly on calcium-deficient (0.2 mM Ca2+) or manganese-supplemented (0.5 mM Mn2+)
media (Z. Wu et al., 2002). AtECA3-null plants have similar phenotypes (X. Li et al.,
2008). AtECA1 fractionates with ER membranes (Liang, 1998) and GFP-fusions localize
to the ER (X. Li et al., 2008) but interestingly, AtECA3-GFP localizes to endosome-like
structures (X. Li et al., 2008). Together, these observations suggest ECAs in Arabidopsis
likely play a role in sequestering cytosolic calcium to various endomembrane
compartments.
The P. patens genome encodes for five ECAs, numbered 1 through 5 (Table 6.3)
(Pedersen et al., 2012). If ECAs play a major role in calcium regulation, then ECAdeficient plants would have a reduced ability to sequester cytosolic calcium. Inhibiting
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calcium sequestration would likely lead to aberrant growth given the interplay between
cytosolic calcium and actin (Chapter 5). Therefore, I investigated the loss-of-function
phenotypes of ECA-deficient plants by knocking down their expression via RNAi.
Table 6.3 ER-Calcium ATPases in P. patens
Gene Name
ER-Ca+ ATPase 1
ER-Ca+ ATPase 2
ER-Ca+ ATPase 3
ER-Ca+ ATPase 4
ER-Ca+ ATPase 5

Locus
Pp3c1_9850V3.1
Pp3c9_16670V3.1
Pp3c11_18120V3.1
Pp3c11_7920V3.1
Pp3c15_16420V3.1

ECA1
100%
60.6%
60.47%
59.09%
60.13%

Amino Acid Identity
ECA3
ECA4
100%
77.35%
100%
67.74% 65.11%
100%
89.62% 75.83%
67.64%

ECA2

ECA5

100%

Of the P. patens ECAs, PpECA2 and 3 share the highest amino acid identity with
AtECA1 and 3, which are the best characterized of the Arabidopsis ECAs. PpECA2
shares 68.2% amino acid identity with AtECA1, and PpECA3 is 49.1% identical to
AtECA3. Therefore, these two genes where the primary targets of my RNAi. PpECA5 is
quite similar to PpECA2- nearly 90% amino acid identity (Table 6.3). Therefore,
PpECA5 and would likely be targeted by the RNAi construct designed for PpECA2.
PpECA1 has comparatively low expression in protonemata (Ortiz-Ramírez et al., 2016),
and PpECA4 is annotated as a manganese ion transporter (Goodstein et al., 2012).
Therefore, I did not include PpECA1 and 4 in my RNAi experiments. To silence
members of the PpECA gene family, I implemented a similar strategy as I described for
the MCAs, and as described in Chapter 1. I amplified the first 400 bp of both PpECA3
and PpECA5, ligating them together with restriction enzyme sites introduced during
PCR. Due to their similarity, the RNAi fragment of PpECA5 shares 85.5% nucleotide
identity with the first 400 bp of PpECA2. Therefore, I used the same construct to target
both PpECA5 and PpECA2.
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Quantifying the area and shape of chlorophyll autofluorescence showed that there
was no difference in size or morphology in plants expressing either ECA RNAi or the
control plasmid (Fig. 6.3a,b, n=32 ECA RNAi, n=31 control). Arabidopsis eca1 plants
grow poorly on media with only 0.2 mM calcium (Z. Wu et al., 2002). I reasoned P.
patens plants expressing the ECA RNAi might grow poorly on calcium-deficient media.
Therefore, I grew transformed plants on water agar supplemented with hygromycin
selecting for transformed plants (Fig. 6.3c, n=30 ECA RNAi, n=30 control). This
treatment did not result in plants that are smaller, but did result in plants with an altered
morphology. ECA RNAi plants on water agar had a lower solidity value (Fig. 6.3d). This
could suggest plants are of a similar size to control, but have fewer, or less developed,
branches.
To test for genetic interactions between MCAs and ECAs, I co-transformed the
RNAi constructs into protoplasts. Similar to the individual RNAi transformations, sevenday-old plants transformed with both RNAi constructs did not have a phenotype in
normal conditions (Fig. 6.3a,b, n=30 combined RNAi, n=31 control). On water agar,
however, plants had the reduced area observed in MCA RNAi plants, and the reduced
solidity of ECA RNAi plants (Fig 6.3c,d n=30 combined RNAi, n=30 control). This
suggests that the subtle phenotypes observed on calcium-deficient media in silenced
plants are likely the result of discrete molecular pathways.

6.4 Autoinhibitory Calcium ATPases
Among the P-type pumps, the PIIB-type are characterized as being calcium
specific (Pedersen et al., 2012). PIIB-type calcium ATPases are more commonly known
as the Autoinhibitory Calcium-ATPases (ACAs). Both plant and animal ACA activity is
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dependent on calmodulin binding a regulatory domain (Pedersen et al., 2012; Sze et al.,
2000) that is within the inhibitory domain (B. Hong et al., 1999; I. Hwang, Harper, Liang,
& Sze, 2000; Lee et al., 2007). In this way, ACA pumps are activated by calmodulin
binding in the presence of calcium (I. Hwang et al., 2000). Therefore, ACAs function to
regulate cytosolic calcium levels by pumping calcium into membrane compartments such
as the endoplasmic reticulum (B. Hong et al., 1999) and the vacuole (Lee et al., 2007), or
out of the cell entirely (Bonza et al., 2000). The Arabidopsis genome encodes for ten
ACA proteins, curiously numbered one through thirteen (Iwano et al., 2014; Pedersen et
al., 2012; Sze et al., 2000; Yu, Yan, Du, & Hua, 2018). Most single knock-outs have
minimal phenotypes, though higher-order mutants have defects in leaf morphology,
inflorescence height, and pathogen susceptibility (Yu et al., 2018). Notably, phenotypes
of higher order mutants including Δaca8/10 are particularly severe, suggesting these two
ACAs play a predominate role in calcium dynamics. But given that single mutants are
indistinguishable from control plants (Yu et al., 2018), the consensus is that there is
considerable genetic redundancy among the ACAs in Arabidopsis. One exception,
however, is AtACA9. AtACA9 is preferentially expressed in mature pollen, and Δaca9
pollen tubes have growth defects (Schiøtt et al., 2004). It is interesting to note that
ACA8,9, and 10 cluster together in phylogenetic studies of the Arabidopsis ACAs (Iwano
et al., 2014; Pedersen et al., 2012; Yu et al., 2018). Given the severity of higher-order
mutants in standard growth conditions, and the pollen-specific phenotype seen in Δaca9
pollen tubes, I investigated the roles for ACAs in P. patens growth and development.
In fact, there has already been some work on the moss ACAs. Gametophores of
PpACA1 knockouts have decreased salt tolerance, and protonemata are unable to
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sequester cytosolic calcium after salt-induced calcium spikes (Qudeimat et al., 2008). The
gene product of transiently over-expressed PpACA1-GFP in protoplasts localizes to the
membrane of small vacuole-like structures (Qudeimat et al., 2008). There are five ACA
genes in P. patens (Goodstein et al., 2012) (Table 6.4). Using a combination of RNAi,
GFP fusion, and CRISPR/Cas9-mediated gene knock out, I investigated the role of ACAs
in calcium homeostasis.
Table 6.4 Autoinhibitory Calcium ATPases in P. patens
Gene Name
ACA 1
ACA 2
ACA 3
ACA 4
ACA 5

Locus
Pp3c8_9970V3.1
Pp3c19_22060V3.1
Pp3c22_18760V3.1
Pp3c14_19110V3.1
Pp3c13_24540V3.1

ACA 1
100%
61.2%
62.01%
46.52%
49.71%

Amino Acid Identity
ACA 2
ACA 3
ACA 4
100%
85.89%
100%
45.68%
46.04%
100%
50.09%
49.23%
42.44%

ACA 5
100%

6.4.1 Knock down of PpACAs with RNAi
To gain insight into their function, I took a bioinformatics approach comparing
the similarity of the P. patens ACAs to the Arabidopsis ACAs. PpACA1, 2, 3 and 4 all
share the highest amino acid identity with AtACA8, respectively sharing 57.72%,
56.14%, 55.86% and 44.12% identity with the Arabidopsis homolog. PpACA5, on the
other hand, has the highest amino acid identity with AtACA2 at 59.56%. AtACA8 is
localized to the plasma membrane (Bonza et al., 2000; Bonza, Luoni, & De Michelis,
2004) while AtACA2 is an ER-localized protein (B. Hong et al., 1999; I. Hwang et al.,
2000). Given the importance of AtACA8-like ACAs in Arabidopsis, I hypothesized that
ACA1, 2, 3 and 4 would have more vital roles to P. patens growth and development than
PpACA5.
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Before making an RNAi construct to knock-down ACA expression, I checked
their expression in the published expression atlas (Ortiz-Ramírez et al., 2016). I found
that only ACA1, 2, 3 and 5 are expressed in protonemata. ACA4 is only significantly
expressed in archegonia (Ortiz-Ramírez et al., 2016), the female organs, and thus was not
targeted in the RNAi assays. Indeed, I was unable to amplify ACA4 transcript from
cDNA prepared from protonemal RNA (Fig 6.4).
Figure 6.4 Autoinhibitory Calcium ATPase 3 and 4 are not expressed in
protonemata
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Figure 6.4- Autoinhibitory Calcium ATPase 3 and 4 are not expressed in
protonemata. A) A Schematic of ACA coding sequence and 5’ untranslated regions
(UTR), along with what regions of each I cloned. The coding sequence RNAi
regions (CDSi) is denoted by the red bars, while the UTR RNAi (UTRi) construct is
denoted by the gold bars. I used the primer pairs (black arrows) for both CDSi
construct and the expression analysis. B) Expression analysis of PpACAs in
protonemata. I used the primer pairs indicated in (A) to amplify 500 bp regions from
cDNA of each ACA. ACA2 and ACA3 have not introns, and thus the amplicons are
the same size. In my growing conditions, ACA3 and ACA4 cDNAs are
undetectable.

For ACA1, 2, 3 and 5, I cloned a 500 bp fragment from the 5’ end of each coding
sequence (CDS). Because ACA2 and ACA3 do not have any introns (Goodstein et al.,
2012), I amplified these RNAi fragments from genomic DNA. After ligating these
fragments, I then generated RNAi constructs (CDSi) that simultaneously targeted either
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two or four PpACA genes. Both ACA1, 3 and ACA2, 5 RNAi constructs resulted in a
55% and 57% reduction in plant size, respectively (Fig. 6.5, n=75 and n=76,
respectively). When ACA1 ,2, 3 and 5 were targeted simultaneously, plants were 80%
smaller than the control (Fig. 6.5, n=83).
Figure 6.5 Autoinhibitory Calcium ATPases are required for protonemal growth
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Figure 6.5 Autoinhibitory
Calcium ATPases are required
for protonemal growth.
A) Representative 7-day
old plants transformed with the
indicated constructs and the
quantification of plant size (B).
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groups with p<0.05 from an
ANOVA analysis, Tukey post
hoc test. Scale bar is 100 µm.
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To ensure that the coding sequence RNAi construct was specific for the expressed
ACA genes, I designed a second RNA construct that targeted the untranslated regions
(UTR) of the ACAs (UTRi). In trying to isolate the 5’UTR of ACA3, which did not have
a predicted 5’ UTR (Goodstein et al., 2012), I discovered that under my culturing
conditions ACA3 is not expressed in 7-day old protonemata (Fig. 6.4). Thus the UTRi
RNAi construct only contained the UTRs of ACA 1, 2 and 5. Nevertheless, regenerated
plants that expressed this plasmid phenocopy the coding-sequence targeting constructs, as
plants were 79% smaller than the control (Fig. 6.5c,d, n=106). These data demonstrate
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that ACAs are required for protonemal growth and suggest that their regulation of
calcium homeostasis likely underlies their role in growth.

6.4.2 ACA2 Localizes to the Plasma Membrane, but is Excluded from the Tip
In transient over-expression experiments, PpACA1-GFP localizes to the
membrane of small, vacuole-like structures of protoplasts (Qudeimat et al., 2008).
Therefore, I asked what the localization of other PpACAs might be. By determining the
localization pattern of the ACAs silenced in the ACA 3x UTRi construct, I could put
together a model for calcium dynamics in moss cells. Of the P. patens ACAs, PpACA2
has the highest expression considering both publicly available expression atlas (OrtizRamírez et al., 2016) and the ease with which it was amplified from cDNA (Fig 6.4b).
Therefore, I reasoned that ACA2-GFP might be the easiest to detect via confocal
microscopy when expressed at endogenous levels. To tag ACA2 with GFP, I altered the
locus of ACA2 with homologous recombination as such that a sequence encoding for
GFP was upstream of the stop codon. This alteration generated a fusion protein of ACA2
expressed at endogenous levels (Fig. 6.6a). To ensure that the protein fusion is not
detrimental, I conducted growth assays as described in Chapter 1 with two independent
stable transformed lines- ACA2-GFP3 and ACA2-GFP7 (Fig. 6.6b, n=52 and n=42,
respectively). Neither line had any detectable phenotypes on standard growth conditions.
Next, I imaged ACA2-GFP using confocal microscopy. In every imaged cell (n=10),
ACA2-GFP is on the periphery of the cell but not in the expanding apex (Fig. 6.6c).
Because ACA2-GFP co-stained the cell periphery with FM4-64, a membrane dye, I
interpreted the localization of ACA2 as on plasma membrane. I took a line trace around
the edge of the cell, normalized both the intensity and position, and thusly quantified the
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distribution of ACA2-GFP signal around the periphery of growing cells (Fig 6.6c).
Indeed, the signal of ACA2-GFP is three-fold lower at the extreme apex of the cell,
compared to the highest signal on the shank.
I then asked if the localization is growth dependent. Similar to experiments done
in Chapter 4, I challenged the cells with 50 µM Latrunculin B (LatB) to inhibit growth.
Surprisingly, ACA2-GFP signal invaded the apex within 5 minutes of LatB treatment
(Fig 6.6d). Indeed, ACA2-GFP localization measured through time revealed that the
inverse apical gradient is completely abolished after 10 minutes of LatB treatment.
Taken together, these data suggest that ACA2 could be responsible for the export
of calcium out of the cell. It’s particular distribution, an inverted gradient from the tip,
places ACA2 in an optimal position to be responsible for pumping calcium out of the
cytosol, maintaining the boundary for apical calcium gradient.
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Figure 6.6 ACA2-GFP is plasma membrane localized, but exluded from apex
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Figure 6.6 ACA2-GFP is plasma membrane localized, but excluded from apex. A) A
model for the modified ACA2-GFP locus, and the location of genotyping primers
(P1,P2). Not to scale. Agarose gel image showing postive lines (3,5,6,7) and a wildtype
(WT) control. B) Representative images of 7-day-old plants regenerated from protoplasts
of the indicated line. Scale bar is 100 µm. C) Representative single-focal plane confocal
images showing ACA2-GFP localization and chlorophyll autofluoresence. A line drawn
around the periphery of the cell, normalized for position and intensity, demonstrating
ACA2-GFP is excluded from apex (n=10 cells, shaded region of graph is standard
deviation). Scale bar 10 µm. D) ACA2-GFP invades apex upon treatment with LatB.
Representative stills from a time lapse ACA2-GFP upon LatB treatment. Scale bar 10
µm. Line traces around periphery quantifies intensity of ACA2-GFP in each still.
6.4.3 Generating and Phenotyping Δaca1,5 lines
To investigate the mechanism underlying the severe ACA 4x CDSi and ACA 3x
UTRi phenotypes, I needed to measure cytosolic calcium levels in the background of
diminished ACA levels. To accomplish this in a rapid manner, I utilized a relatively new
tool developed for use in P. patens- CRISPR/Cas9-directed genome editing (LopezObando et al., 2016), which I described in Chapter 1. I designed a construct that targets
ACA1, 2, 3 and 5 simultaneously and transformed this into the Yellow-Cameleon
Nano/Lifeact-mRuby2 line described in Chapter 5.
Because the YCN/Lifeact-mRuby line contains both hygromycin and zeocin
resistance cassettes, all the CRISPR expression vectors I made used neomycin
(Kanamycin) resistance cassettes. First, I generated a plasmid that contained single guide
RNAs (sgRNAs) for ACA1, 2, 3 and 5. I genotyped approximately 50 plants transformed
with this plasmid, and generated only a single plant that was null for more than a single
locus, namely Δaca1,5 #9. To produce an independent mutant, I made a second CRISPR
construct that targeted just PpACA1 and PpACA5 using the same sgRNAs. I genotyped
15 plants transformed with that plasmid, and found just one Δaca1,5 line, #7.
Interestingly, there was considerable variety in the mutations (Table 6.5). For instance,
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aca5-7 had a 40 bp insertion, while aca5-9 was a simple 5 bp deletion. Similarly, aca1-7
was a simple 8 bp deletion, while the aca1-9 lesion appeared to be a 13 bp
deletion/insertion. The latter lesion was complex, and it was not clear if intron splicing
would be affected. Therefore, I cloned the cDNA of aca1-9. Sequencing of this transcript
revealed that it encoded what appeared to be a 13 bp deletion/4 bp insertion, resulting in a
null.
Table 6.5 Sequences of ACA CRISPR Mutants
Δaca1,5 #7
ACA1
WT: ……CGCAGTCACAACCCCTTTATAATCGAACCTAAAGGGTCCATCGACAGACTAAAGGAATGGC
aca1-7…CGCAGTCACAACCCCTTTATAATCGAACCTAAAGGGTCCATCGACAGA-----------------ATGGC

ACA2
Sequenced, WT
ACA5
WT:… CTTACTTCCATGAGTAAGTTTCACGTTGCTGGGAA
aca5-7..CTTACTTCCATGAGTAAGTTTCACGTTGCTGGGAACGACCAAGGTTTTAGGGTTTAG
WT:
GGGCGGC
aca5-7 GGTTTAGGTTTAGGGTTTGGGCGGC
Δaca1,5 #9
ACA1**
WT: … CGCAGTCACAACCCCTTTATAATCGAACCTAAAGGGTCCATCGACAGACTAAAGGAATGGCGG
aca1-9 CGCAGTCACAACCCCTTTATAATCGAACCTAAAGGGTCCATCGACAGA-----------------ATGT--GG

ACA2
Sequenced, WT
ACA5
WT: …….CTTACTTCCATGAGTAAGTTTCACGTTGCTGGGAGGGCGGC…
aca5-9 ….CTTACTTCCATGAGTAAGTTTCACGTTG-----------AGGGCGGC…
Underlined text: Codon frame. Red text: guide RNA binding site. Orange text: Insertions.
**-cDNA sequence

To test whether the loss of ACA1 and 5 would affect growth under standard
growth conditions, I grew regenerated protoplasts on standard growth media (PpNH4) and
measured the size and morphology of seven-day-old plants (Fig. 6.7). On average,
Δaca1,5 plants were only slightly smaller, which was not statistically significant (Fig.
6.7a,b). To assay if Δaca1,5 plants had defects later in development, I allowed colonies
of 7-day-old tissue regenerated via homogenizing (ground) to develop gametophores.
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After three weeks, Δaca1,5 plants grew gametophores that were free of manifest
aberrations (Fig6.7c).
Figure 6.7 ACA1,5 null lines have no manifest phenotype under standard growth
conditions
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Figure 6.7 ACA1,5 null lines have no
manifest phenotype under standard growth
conditions. A) 7-day-old plants regenerated
from single protoplasts. Red is chlorophyll
autofluorescence, green is YCN65 calcium
probe. Scale bar is 100 µm.
C) Quantification of plant size and
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area of mutants is not significant (ANOVA,
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While Δaca1,5 plants were indistinguishable from control plants under standard
conditions, I reasoned that these mutants may be less able to adapt to ionic manipulations
due to inhibited calcium dynamics. Therefore, I challenged these mutants in three wayswith nutrient-deficient media, lanthanum chloride supplemented media, and media
containing excess calcium (Fig. 6.8, 6.9).
When grown on nutrient-deficient media, referred to here as water agar (WA),
control plants were typically ~30% larger. Both Δaca1,5 #7 and #9 lines responded
similarly (114.6% and 112.0% the size of control on PpNH4, respectively) yet not as
strongly as the control (129.9% of control) (Fig 6.8a,b n=25 plants per condition). In
fact, the increase in area of Δaca1,5 plants in WA was not statistically significant
(ANOVA with Tukey post hoc test). I then challenged the plants with 0.1 mM lanthanum
chloride, a broad-spectrum calcium channel inhibitor (Chapter 4). When grown on WA
supplemented with 0.1mM LaCl3, the YCN/LA line was on average 44.5% the size of
control (Fig 6.8a,c n=25 plants per condition). The Δaca1,5 #7 and #9 lines was smaller
still, being 27.9% and 31.7% smaller, respectively. Taken together with the WA data,
these data suggest that ACA1 and 5 play a role in adapting to low-calcium conditions.
Because Δaca1,5 lines grew poorly on calcium-deficient media, or media supplemented
with a calcium channel blocker, I then asked if they would be similarly encumbered by
media containing an excess of calcium.
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Figure 6.8 ACA1,5 double mutants are more sensitive to lanthanum chloride
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Figure 6.8 ACA1,5 double mutants are more sensitive to lanthanum chloride treatment
than control. A) Representative pictures of 7-day-old regenerated protoplasts grown on
either standard growth media (PpNH4), minimal nutrient Water Agar (WA) or WA
supplemented with 0.1 mM LaCl3. Red is chlorophyll autofluorescence, green is the
YCN65 probe. Scale bar is 100 µm. B) Quantification of plant size comparing plants
grown on PpNH4to those grown on WA, normalized to control plants grown in PpNH4.
Asterisk denotes p-value <0.05 via ANOVA and Tukey post-hoc test. C) Quantification of
plant size comparing plants growth on WA to those growth on WA + 0.1 mM LaCl3.
Asterisk denotes p-value <0.05 via ANOVA and Tukey post-hoc test.
Therefore, I grew regenerated protoplasts on WA supplemented with 3.3 mM,
10 mM, and 50 mM calcium chloride. PpNH4 contains 3.3 mM calcium, so I did not
expect Δaca1,5 lines to grow differently on this media. Indeed, seven-day-old plants
grown on WA+3.3 mM CaCl2 were not statistically different from control plants (Fig 6.9
n=25 plants per condition). Yet, on higher concentrations, both Δaca1,5 lines were
regularly smaller. On 10 mM CaCl2, Δaca1,5 #7 and #9 were 33.4% and 30.1% smaller
than controls, respectively. On 50 mM CaCl2, control plants exhibited a phenotype, as
they were 15.6% smaller than control plants on 3.3 mM CaCl2. Yet, Δaca1,5 #7 and #9
were 56.8% and 43.3% smaller than control plants, respectively.
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Figure 6.9 ACA1,5 double mutants are more sensitive to calcium chloride
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Figure 6.9 ACA1,5 double mutants are more sensitive to excess calcium than control.
A) Representative images of7-day-old regenerated plants growing on water agar
supplemented with the indicated amount of calcium chloride. Red is chlorophyll
autofluorescence, green is the YCN65 probe. Scale bar is 100 µm. B) Quantification of
plant area. Double asterisk (**) indicated p<0.001 by ANOVA with a Tukey post-hoc
test.
These data strongly suggest that ACA1 and ACA5 are required to tolerate
elevated levels of calcium. Additionally, these data suggest that Δaca1,5 lines cannot
properly sequester calcium, which is consistent with their predicted calcium pumping
activity. The phenotypes I observed in plants grown in low calcium conditions are
comparatively mild, as I expected if calcium export, rather than import, was
compromised.
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6.4.4 Δaca1,5 cells have higher cytosolic calcium levels, smaller apical actin spot
If calcium sequestration was indeed encumbered in Δaca1,5 plants, then I
expected to observe higher levels of cytosolic calcium in these lines. Both Δaca1,5 lines
were in the background of the YCN/LAmRuby line used in chapters 4 and 5, and
therefore express identical amounts of both probes. Therefore, I was able to make direct
comparisons between the lines. When imaged with confocal microscopy, growing
Δaca1,5 apical cells had higher cytosolic calcium levels (Fig. 6.10 a,b). When using a
histogram range appropriate for control cells, Δaca1,5 cells were completely above this
range and appeared to have uniformly high cytosolic calcium (Fig. 6.10a, left column).
When I increased the window of the histogram, however, it was obvious that Δaca1,5 had
an apical calcium gradient (Fig. 6.10a, right column). By measuring the mean intensity of
an ROI of the tip region through time, I quantified the mean ratio in each mutant. This
analysis revealed that Δaca1,5 cells have 1.66-fold higher cytosolic calcium levels (Fig.
6.10b, n=10 control cells, n=8 Δaca1,5 #7 cells, and n=5 Δaca1,5 #9 cells). I asked if
such higher calcium levels disrupted any of the component frequencies of the apical
calcium oscillations discussed in Chapter 4. Using the same method, I isolated the
intrinsic mode functions (IMFs) of control, Δaca1,5 #7 and Δaca1,5 #9 cells (Fig. 6.10c,
Table 6.6).
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Figure 6.10 ACA1,5 null plants have higher cytosolic calcium, faster IMF5, and
smaller apical actin spot
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Figure 6.10 ACA1,5 null plants have elevated cytosolic calium levels, faster IMF5, and
smaller apical actin spot. A) Comparison of cytosolic calcium in Δaca1,5 lines to control,
visualized by YCN65. Scale bar is 10 µm. B) Mean YFP/CFP ratio, averaged across
number of cells described in text. Significance determined by ANOVA with Tukey post
hoc test. C) Ellipse plots of component frequencies in calcium oscillations, radii of
ellipses are standard deviation along that axis. D) Representitive stills from time lapse,
demonstrating the actin spot is smaller in Δaca1,5 cells. Second column is binary mask of
first column, providing an example of thresholded actin spot. E) Quantifcation of actin
spot area, error bars are standard deviation. Significance determined by ANOVA with
Tukey post hoc test.
In contrast to the elevated calcium levels, the period and power fraction of each IMF was
largely the same as those measured in control cells. One exception, however, was IMF5.
IMF5 had a period of 205.3 ± 29.2 seconds in control cells, but was significantly faster in
both Δaca1,5 lines (Fig. 6.10c, Table 6.6). Interestingly, the power fraction was not
significantly different, suggesting that IMF5 contributed similarly to the over-all calcium
oscillation signal in both control and Δaca1,5 cells.
Table 6.6 Intrinsic Mode Functions of Δaca1,5 Calcium Oscillations
Period (sec)

Power Fraction (%)

IMF1
IMF2
IMF3
IMF4
IMF5

Control
24.8 ± 3.2
36.5 ± 3.9
51.1 ± 7.2
92.9 ± 7.6
205.3 ± 29.2

Δaca1,5 #7
22.0 ± 1.3
35.4 ± 4.3
48.2 ± 4.5
92.9 ± 8.8
183.3 ± 20.9‡

Δaca1,5 #9
23.2 ± 2.3
37.1 ± 4.6
53.1 ± 5.6
91.1 ± 6.8
174.5 ± 14.6‡

Control
21.2 ± 12.1
2.0 ± 3.0
19.5 ± 10.4
19.0 ± 9.5
29.4 ± 19.2

Δaca1,5 #7
29.6 ± 10.5
4.7 ± 3.6
16.1 ± 7.8
21.7 ± 7.6
16.9 ± 10.3

Δaca1,5 #9
23.8 ± 11.2
3.6 ± 3.0
26.0 ± 12.0
19.0 ± 7.8
17.5 ± 17.8

IMF6

337.7 ± 35.0

316.9 ± 29.8

325.5 ± 63.1

9.5 ± 6.4

10.4 ± 6.1

8.7 ± 4.8

‡

p<0.05, ANOVA Tukey post hoc test

Calcium levels and size of the apical actin spot are anti-correlated, as described in
Chapter 5. With the elevated calcium of Δaca1,5 cells, I would expect that the average
size of the apical actin spot to be smaller. I would not expect, however, for the spot to be
abolished completely as Δaca1,5 plants grow normally. To measure the size of the apical
actin spot, I generated threshold masks of the Lifeact-mRuby2 signal in the apex.
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Because the Δaca1,5 lines were generated in the YCN/LA background, the expression of
Lifeact-mRuby2 was the same, and therefore making direct comparisons was possible.
With identical imaging conditions, and processing the images identically, the apical actin
spot was readily measured in most cells (9/10 cells control, 7/8 cells Δaca1,5 #7, and 5/5
cells Δaca1,5 #9) (Fig. 6.10d). The total average was calculated along each time lapse,
and the mean of these averages is reported in Figure 6.10e. Both Δaca1,5 lines had a
striking reduction in the average size of the apical actin spot- each line had a 4.4-fold
smaller actin spot than control cells. Interestingly, the smaller actin spot did not lead to
net defects in plant growth or morphology (Fig. 6.7), suggesting that cells were able to
compensate in some way for the higher levels of cytosolic calcium caused by Δaca1,5.

6.5 Concluding Remarks
In this chapter, I have described several gene families that may play a role in the
calcium gradient or the calcium-dependent regulation of the apical actin spot. The villins
are well-known actin regulating proteins with the activities of individual members from
Arabidopsis described both in vitro (S. Huang, 2005; Khurana et al., 2010; H. Zhang et
al., 2010; Y. Zhang et al., 2011) and in vivo (van der Honing et al., 2012). Villins have
two actin-binding regions- the N-terminal gelsolin repeats and C-terminal headpiece
domain (S. Huang et al., 2015) (Fig 6.1a). The two actin binding regions allows for
binding two actin filaments simultaneously. In addition to binding and bundling,
Arabidopsis villins 2 through 5 have calcium-dependent actin severing activity. In the
context of tip growing cells, one would expect villins to bind to actin structures
throughout the cell, but to sever those actin filaments that are concomitant with the apical
calcium gradient. Along the shank, where calcium levels are lower, one could expect
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villin to bundle actin. In support of this, AtVLN3-GFP localizes to filaments along the
shank in root hairs, but is diffuse at the tip (van der Honing et al., 2012). The localization
of AtVLN3-GFP aligns well with descriptions of F-actin populations in root hairs
(Mendrinna & Persson, 2015).
As described in chapter 1, moss protonemata have two dominate actin structures
during growth- apical and cortical (Fig 1.4). Actin bundles are generally only found
along the shank- away from the apical calcium gradient. Given the severity of
PpVLN2a2b RNAi (Fig 6.1,6.2), I expect that these villins are key regulators of
maintaining different populations of F-actin. More work is required to determine if
VLN2a and VLN2b contribute equally to the knockdown phenotype. Additionally,
knocking out VLN2a and 2b, both together and individually, in Lifeact-GFP lines would
probe the effect the VLNs have on actin structures in P. patens. Additionally, tagging the
villins with GFP would provide insight into the specific function of each by revealing
localization.
The calcium gradient seen in growing cells is sustained by the influx and efflux of
cytosolic calcium. In this chapter, I describe a candidate gene approach to test several
gene families that might play role in either the influx or efflux of calcium. Silencing the
Mid1-Complementing Activity genes and ER-Calcium ATPases had slight phenotypes
that were only detectable on minimal media. One possible explanation for the slight
phenotypes is that the MCAs and ECAs were not completely silenced. To silence both
PpMCAs, I used a fragment of PpMCA1 that was 73.21% like PpMCA2. It is possible
that this was not sufficient to silence PpMCA2. Alternatively, it is possible that
PpMCA1,2 null Physcomitrella plants would have phenotypes that occur later in
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development, as MCA1,2 double mutants in Arabidopsis are slow to develop (Yamanaka
et al., 2010). Generating stable null mutants would allow for phenotypic characterization
beyond the 7 day growth assay described here.
Similarly, of the five ECA genes in Physcomitrella, I targeted what I predicted to
be the main three based on sequence identity. It could be that the remaining two,
PpECA1 and PpECA4, are sufficient enough to support growth. In addition to the ECAs,
the Autoinhibitory Calcium ATPases (ACAs) play a key role in calcium sequestration
(Pedersen et al., 2012), and it could be that in the absence of ECAs, the ACAs are
capable of maintaining proper cytosolic calcium levels.
In contrast to the MCAs and ECAs, which yield minimal phenotypes with RNAi,
the ACA knock-down plants are dramatically reduced in size (Fig. 6.5). Previous work
established that the ACAs may play a role in calcium dynamics in P. patens. Specifically,
Δaca1 protonemata are unable to restore cytosolic calcium levels to baseline after saltinduced calcium uptake. In that study, the authors also report that 35S::PpACA1-GFP
gene product localizes to small vacuoles (Qudeimat et al., 2008). Interestingly, Δaca1 do
not have growth phenotypes on standard growth media. Using CRISPR/Cas9, I sought to
make higher-order ACA mutants, and succeeded in making Δaca1,5 lines. Like the
aforementioned Δaca1 mutants, Δaca1,5 plants are free of obvious phenotypes on
standard growth media (Fig. 6.7). Based on sequence identity, PpACA5 is most similar to
AtACA2, an ER calcium ATPase (I. Hwang et al., 2000). Therefore, it could be that ECA
activity at least partially compensating for the lack of ACA5 in the Δaca1,5 lines.
Activation of the ACAs is dependent on calmodulin binding to the N-terminal inhibitory
domain, relieving the inhibitory effect (Sze et al., 2000). Regulation of the ECAs,
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however, is less clear and perhaps dependent on yet undescribed cytosolic regulatory
factors (Kabala & Klobus, 2005). In the Δaca1,5 lines generated here, it is entirely
possible that ECA activity is increased to compensate for the lack of ACA5. Nonetheless,
Δaca1,5 cells have 1.66-fold higher cytosolic calcium levels than control (Fig. 6.10). This
baseline higher calcium is likely why Δaca1,5 plants are more sensitive to elevated levels
of calcium in the media than controls (Fig. 6.9). Interestingly, the calcium gradient
observed in growing caulonemata is maintained in Δaca1,5 cells (Fig 6.10), suggesting
ACA1 and ACA5 do not significantly contribute to maintaining the gradient. Even the
component oscillations of the calcium gradient are minimally effected by the lack of
ACA1 and ACA5. Indeed, only IMF5 is different in both Δaca1,5 lines. The biological
nature of each component frequency remains to be elucidated, but this may be a hint that
IMF5 is related to osmotic stress. Because the majority of the calcium oscillations are
unaffected in Δaca1,5 cells, ACA1 and ACA5 likely play roles in maintaining general
calcium dynamics and are not participating in the calcium oscillations directly.
In contrast to ACA1 and 5, ACA2 is a promising candidate for maintaining the
basal boundary of the calcium gradient. ACA2-GFP localizes to the plasma membrane of
protonemata, but is excluded from the apex (Fig. 6.6). It is enticing to speculate that
ACA2 pumps calcium out of the cell as it emanates away from the tip. In this way, ACA2
functions to regulate the gradient. Without actin, ACA2-GFP invades the tip region
within minutes. On similar time scales, the calcium oscillations change when YCN cells
are treated with LatB. Specifically, IMF4 increases in power (Chapter 4). Future work
modeling calcium dynamics will elucidate if the change in ACA2 localization can
account for the change in calcium oscillations seen in the absence of actin. Additionally,
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tagging ACA2 with mRuby in the background of the YCN line will allow for
simultaneous imaging of the calcium oscillations and ACA2 localization as the cell
responds to LatB treatment.
When generating higher-order ACA mutants with CRISPR/Cas9, I was
unsuccessful in generating an ACA2 null line. It may be that higher-order ACA mutants
lacking ACA2 are difficult to recover due to a possible role for ACA2 in maintaining the
gradient. To address this, more work must be done to isolate Δaca2 lines, either alone or
in the background of Δaca1 and/or Δaca5. Similarly, while localizing ACA2 is a start,
tagging ACA1 and 5 will lead for a more complete understanding of calcium dynamics in
Phycomitrella patens.
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CHAPTER 7
MATERIALS AND METHODS

7.1 Tissue Propagation and Transformation
All lines were aseptically propagated weekly by moderate homogenization in
water and pipetting onto a permeable cellophane covered solid media, as described
previously (S.-Z. Wu & Bezanilla, 2014). Petri dishes of tissue were grown at room
temperature in Percival growth chambers, under 85 µmolphotons/m2s light with long-day
conditions. Stable lines were generated with a PEG-mediated transformation protocol,
described previously (Schaefer et al., 1991). Yellow-Cameleon 65 in the pTH-Ubi gate
expression vector (Bezanilla et al., 2005) was a gift from Simon Gilroy at the University
of Wisconsin, Madison. In this expression vector, YCN65 expression is driven by the
maize ubiquitin promoter. Linearized plasmid is transformed into protoplasts from sevenday old wildtype tissue. Selection for transgenic plants was done as described previously
(Schaefer et al., 1991), and hygromycin resistant plants were screened visually for
expression of the probe. Similarly, Lifeact was fused to mRuby via site-specific
recombination-based cloning into pTZ-Ubi gate (S.-Z. Wu & Bezanilla, 2014), and stably
transformed into the YCN line. The Δaip1 line was generated as described (Augustine et
al., 2011), with the exception that the neomycin resistance cassette was incorporated into
the knock out construct and G418 was used for selection.

7.2 Generating GDI Constructs
To generate the 5’ untranslated region (UTR) construct, fragments from GDI 1,2
and 3 5’UTRs were amplified from cDNA individually with PCR, introducing restriction
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enzyme sites via the primers. Fragments of the GDI1 5’UTR (-306 to 0 upstream of the
start codon) were ligated to a fragment of GDI2 5’UTR (-300 to 0 upstream of the start
codon) via BamHI. Amplicon from this ligation was cloned into pENTR/D-Topo. A
fragment of the GDI3 5’UTR (-300 to 0 upstream of the start codon) was amplified
separately and transferred into pENTR/D-Topo. The 3’ end of the GDI2 UTR, and the 5’
end of GDI3 UTR had EcoRI sites introduced via PCR. To create a GDI 1,2,3 5’UTR
entry clone, Both GDI1,2 pENTR and GDI3 pENTR were digested with EcoRI and AscI
(a site in the pENTR backbone). The GDI3 5’UTR drop out was then ligated into the
GDI1,2 linearized plasmid. Upon sequencing, the GDI2 5’UTR sequence contained
several errors. Therefore, GDI2 5’UTR amplicon was cloned into pENTR/D-Topo and
screened for errors via sequencing. Both GDI1,2,3 and GDI2 pENTR clones were
digested with BamHI/EcoRI to remove the erroneous GDI2 5’UTR and replace it with
the sequence-confirmed GDI2 5’UTR fragment.
Untagged versions of GDI1/4 or GDI2/3 coding sequence were amplified by PCR
and transferred into pENRT/D-Topo. Due to sequence identity, the same reverse primer
was used to amplify each GDI. The binding region of the reverse primer differs by a
single nucleotide between GDI1/4 and GDI2/3, therefore this primer changed the756th
nucleotide of GDI1/4 from a T to a C, the amino acid sequence is the same. though the
resulting amino acid sequence is the same. Each coding sequence was then transferred to
an expression construct, pTH Ubi-Gate, via LR reaction (Invitrogen). pTH Ubi-Gate,
described previously (Bezanilla et al., 2005), drives expression via a maize ubiquitin
promoter, and confers hygromycin resistance to the plants.
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To generate GDI2/3-mEGFP plasmids, Gateway cloning (Invitrogen) attachment
sites were designed into primers used to amplify the GDI2/3 coding sequence via PCR.
Importantly, the reverse primer excluded the stop codon. GDI2/3_L1R5_pENT plasmid
was produced via BP reaction. From there, a two-way LR reaction was used to introduce
mEGFP downstream of GDI2/3 coding sequence in the background of a similar
expression vector as described above.
Generating a GDI3-mEGFP knock-in construct required cloning two regions of
homology- a 5’ arm upstream of the stop codon, and a 3’ arm downstream of the stop
codon. To clone the 5’ arm, attachment site primers were designed to amplify 1003bp
upstream of the stop codon, introducing B1 and B5r sites to the 5’ and 3’ regions of the
amplicon, respectively. For the 3’ arm, attachment site primers were used to amplify a
999bp region 1119bp downstream of the start codon, introducing B3 and B2 sites to the
5’ and 3’ region of the amplicon, respectively. BP reactions transferred these amplicons
into their respective entry clones, which were sequenced. From there, a 4-way LR
reaction with L5L4_mEGFP and R4R3_ZeomycinR entry clones into a pGEM-Gate as
described in (Vidali, van Gisbergen, Guérin, Franco, Li, et al., 2009b).
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7.3 Cloning VLN RNAi Constructs
For the VLN RNAi constructs, fragments of each targeted gene were cloned into
pENTR/D-TOPO and then transferred to an RNAi expression plasmid via an LR reaction
(Invitrogen). For the VLN1, 2a, 2b, VLH RNAi construct, each fragment was amplified
from cDNA via PCR. For VLN1, the first 511 bp was used, for VLN2a and VLN2b, the
first 507 bp was used for each, and the whole coding sequence of the VLH protein was
cloned (534 bp). The PCR introduced specific restriction enzyme on the ends of RNAi
fragments. These fragments were then cloned individually into pENTR/D-TOPO and
sequenced. From there, fragments were dropped out of each plasmid with enzymes that
would produce specific sticky ends needed for ligation. Each fragment was then gel
purified. These purified fragments were then mixed in a 1:1:1:1 ratio and ligated together
with Instant Sticky End Ligase Master Mix (New England Biolabs). In this way, each
fragment was ligated together with the following restriction enzyme site pattern: VLN1BamHI-VLN2a-EcoRI-VLN2b-HindIII-VLH. PCR using VLN1-F and VLH-R primers
amplified this fragment, and this was cloned into pENTER/D-TOPO.
Subsequent VLN RNAi constructs (VLN 1, 2a, 2b and VLN2a, 2b CDSi) were
built by using restriction enzyme digests to remove an RNAi fragment from the original
entry clone, blunting via Klenow treatment, and ligated with TA/Blunt End ligase (New
England Biolabs).
The VLN2a, 2b UTR RNAi constructs were cloned in a similar way. 582 bp of
VLN2a 5’UTR immediately upstream of the start codon was amplified, as was 381 bp of
VLN2b 5’UTR immediately upstream of the start codon. These two fragments were
ligated together via BamHI sites introduced during the PCR.
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7.4 Loading and Growing Tissue in Microfluidic Chambers
Prior to loading, the chambers are prepped by either soaking in Hoagland medium
overnight or by flowing through Hoagland medium. Saturating chambers with medium
prevented the formation of bubbles and channel drying by fluid permeation fluid
permeation into the PDMS matrix. Seven-day-old protonemal tissue is collected from a
petri dish and suspended in 1 mL of Hoagland medium. This suspension is gently
pipetted up and down to break up the tissue. One hundred microliters of Physcomitrella
patens tissue is then pipetted into the central port of the device, which is centered within
the 45 mm loading region. Once loaded, a tube is inserted into the same hole, and
standard Hoagland media is pumped through via a 1-mL syringe. By pulsing the syringe
plunger, I disrupt the tissue enough and force it into the 30 mm space between the PDMS
and the glass coverslip. For pharmacological inhibitory studies, Hoagland medium
containing LatB, or water containing LaCl3, is injected into the chamber through the
outlet hole with a 1-mL syringe. The dish is then flooded with Hoagland media,
submerging the PDSM chamber, and placed under constant 85 µmolphotons/m2s light. For
optimal growth, the media in the dish, but not in the chamber itself, is refreshed.
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7.5 Transgenic Lines Generated
The following is a table of each stable transgenic line I generated, the genetic
background, and the antibiotic resistance it contains.

Table 7.1 Transgenic Lines of P. patens
Line Name

Genetic
Background

Antibiotic
Resistance(s)

mDUF_mCh

Bezanilla
Lab Ark
ID #
221

WT

Kan

GDI3-GFP #7

251

WT

Zeo

GDI3-GFP #18

252

WT

Zeo

Yellow Cameleon
Nano 65-#6

280

WT

Hygro

Yellow Cameleon
Nano 65-#9

281

WT

Hygro

mDUF mCh/NLS
GFP GUS

287

Line #221

Kan, Zeo

YCN6/Lifeact-1

293

Line #280

Hygro, Zeo

YCN6/LA1 Δaip112

294

Line #293

Hygro, Kan,
Zeo

YCN6/LA1 Δaip111

295

Line #293

Hygro, Kan,
Zeo

YCN ER #1

296

WT

Hygro

YCN ER #4

297

WT

Hygro

YCN ER #9

297

WT

Hygro
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Notes
(where
appropriate)

NGG signal
driven by
Maize Ubi
Promoter

YCN ER #12

299

WT

Hygro

YCN ER #13

300

WT

Hygro

YCN ER #7

301

WT

Hygro

YCN Δbrk1

330

Line #280

Hygro, Zeo

CRIBmRuby

331

WT

Hygro

RatiometricGFPcyt

332

WT

Hygro

YLδRopGDI #1

335

Line #293

Hygro, Zeo

YLδRopGDI #3

336

Line #293

Hygro, Zeo

YLδRopGDI #4

337

Line #293

Hygro, Zeo

YLδRopGDI #7

338

Line #293

Hygro, Zeo

Luis Vidali WT
mChTubulin #8

339

WT from
LV’s lab

Zeo

CLoG1 TSM
mCh-Tubulin #11

340

CLoG1 TSM

Kan, Zeo

Luis Vidali WT
mChTubulin
CLoG1 GFPtag
#1
Luis Vidali WT
mChTubulin
CLoG1 GFPtag
#4
CLoG1 TSM
mCh-Tubulin 11

396

line #339

Hygro, Zeo

397

line #339

Hygro, Zeo

398

line #340

Hygro, Kan,
Zeo
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Made with
entire Nterminus of
RopGAP2
No pH
Gradient
observed.
CRISPR
line.* Strong
phenotype
CRISPR
line.* No
obvious
phenotype
CRISPR
line.* Strong
phenotype
CRISPR
line.* weak
phenotype

CLoG1 GFPtag
#2
CLoG1 TSM
mCh-Tubulin 11
CLoG1 GFPtag
#8
HyPer3-1

399

line #340

Hygro, Kan,
Zeo

404

WT

Hygro

HyPer3-1

405

WT

Hygro

SP_YC3.6 #1

429

WT

Hygro

SP_YC3.6 #4

430

WT

Hygro

YCN/LA Δaca1,5
#7

433

Line #293

Hygro, Zeo

YCN/LA Δaca1,5
#9

434

Line #293

Hygro, Zeo

YCN/LA aca1-10

435

Line #293

Hygro, Zeo
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Made with
low-affinity
YC
Made with
low-affinity
YC

The following tables compile aberrant sequences, where available, from
genotyping stable mutants via CRISPR/Cas9.
Table 7.2 Sequences of RopGDI CRISPR Mutants
YLδRopGDI #1
RopGDI1
WT: ATGTCGAAGGCGATGGCCGGGTGGTTTGGGCGCACCCACAGCAAGTCCATG…
gdi1-1: ATGTCGAAGGCGATGGCC -------------------------------------------------------------ATG…
RopGDI2
Could not amplify
RopGDI3
T7+, not sequenced
RopGDI4
Could not amplify
YLδRopGDI #3
RopGDI1
T7 Negative
RopGDI2
T7 Negative
RopGDI3
T7 positive, not sequenced
RopGDI4
T7 negative
YLδRopGDI #3
RopGDI1
T7 Negative
RopGDI2
T7Negative
RopGDI3
T7 negative
RopGDI4
Could not amplify
YLδRopGDI #13
RopGDI1
WT:
ATGTCGAAGGCGATGGCCGGGTGGTTTGGGCGCACCCACAGCAAGTCCATG…
gdi1-13: ATGTCGAAGGCGATGGC ----------TGTTTGGGCGCACCCACAGCAAGTCCATG…
RopGDI2
Could not amplify
RopGDI3
T7 negative
RopGDI4
WT:
ATGTCGAAGGCGATGGCCGGGTGGTTTGGGCGCACCCACAGCAAGTCCATG…
gdi4-13: ATGTCGAAGGCGATGGC ----------TGTTTGGGCGCACCCACAGCAAGTCCATG…
Green text: Start codon. Red text: Guide RNA binding site. N-dashes denote deletions
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Table 7.6 Primers
BEZANILLA
LAB ID
UM 1920

NAME
GDI1_UTRi_F

SEQUENCE
CACCAGCCACCCCGTCGCC

NOTES
Cloning GDI UTRi

UM 1926

GDI1_UTRi_R

TCTTGGATCCCTTTCGACCTCCC
CAC

Cloning GDI UTRi

UM 1917

GDI2_UTRi_F

Cloning GDI UTRi

UM 1927

GDI2_UTRi_R

UM 1913

GDI3_UTRi_F

UM 1923

GDI3_UTRi_R

CACCGGATCCACCCTTGCATCG
CCAT
TCTTGAATTCCCCTTCCACCCCG
AGAT
CACCGAATTCACCCGAAAACAT
TTCG
CCTTCCACCCCGAGATTCT

attB1RopGDI2F

UM 1973

attB5rRopGDIR

UM 1974

attB1RopGDI1F

UM 1991

5'TargetArmGDI3
attB1

UM 1992

5'TargetArmGDI3
attB5r

UM 1993

3'TargetArmGDI3
attB3

UM 1994

3'TargetArmGDI3
attB2

GGGGACAAGTTTGTACAAAAA
AGCAGGCTTTATGTCGAAGACT
GTAGCTGG
GGGGACAACTTTTGTATACAAA
GTTGTCCACTCCTTCCGGATCTC
GA
GGGGACAAGTTTGTACAAAAA
AGCAGGCTTTATGTCGAAGGCG
ATGGCCGG
GGGGACAAGTTTGTACAAAAA
AGCAGGCTATTTAAATAAACGA
ATGTGCTGTCAGAT
GGGGACAACTTTTGTATACAAA
GTTGTCCACTCCTTCCGGATCTC
GAA
GGGGACAACTTTGTATAATAAA
GTTGATATAGATCCCGAGTCGG
CA
GGGGACCACTTTGTACAAGAAA
GCTGGGTATTTAAATTTACTCCT
CTTTTAGGCAAC
TACATCCGTAAGCAACAGTC

Cloning GDI2/3-GFP

UM 1972

UM 2051
UM 2052
UM 2166

GDI3tagGenotype
F
GDI3tagGenotype
R
YCN_attB5F

UM 2167

YCN_ER_attB2R

UM 2252

PpMCA_csdi_F

UM 2253

PpMCA_csdi_R

UM 2254

PpECA12cdsiF

UM 2255

PpECA12cdsiR

GTCCAAACTGATAGCAATAC
GGGGACAACTTTGTATACAAAA
GTTGATATGATTACGCCAAGCT
TGG
GGGGACCACTTTGTACAAGAAA
GCTGGGTACTAAAGTTCGTCTT
TCTCGATGTTGTGGCGG
CACCATGGCGGCCTTGTTCAAT
T
TGTCGATTTCGTCCTGGTA
CACCATGGCGGAGGATTGTTTT
C
TTGGATCCCGTGTTCTGATTGC
ATCTC
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Cloning GDI UTRi
Cloning GDI UTRi
Cloning GDI UTRi

Cloning GDI-GFP
Cloning GDI1/4-GFP
Generating GDI3 locus
tag construct
Generating GDI3 locus
tag construct
Generating GDI3 locus
tag construct
Generating GDI3 locus
tag construct
Genotyping GDI3 locus
tag
Genotyping GDI3 locus
tag
Cloning YCN/YC3.6
into 2nd position for
Gateway cloning
(organelle targeting)
Cloning YCN/YC3.6
into 2nd position for
Gateway cloning
(organelle targeting)
Cloning MCA cdsi
Cloning MCA cdsi
F primer for PpECA5
R primer for PpECA5
cdsi

UM 2256

PpECA3cdsiF

UM 2257

PpECA3cdsiR

UM 2280

ACAL1-F

UM 2281

ACAL1-cdsi_R

UM 2282

ACAL2-F

UM 2283

ACAL2-cdsi_R

UM 2284

ACAL3_F

UM 2285

ACAL3_cdsi_R

UM 2286

ACAL4_F

UM 2287

ACAL4_cdsi_R
PpRopGDIprotosp
acerF
PpRopGDIprotosp
acerR
ACAL 1
protospacerF
ACAL 1
protospacerR
ACAL2protospace
rF
ACAL2protospace
rR
ACAL3protospace
rF
ACAL3protospace
rR
ACAL4protospace
rF
ACAL4protospace
rR

UM 2368
UM 2369
UM 2370
UM 2371
UM 2372
UM 2373
UM 2374
UM 2375
UM 2376
UM 2377
UM 2488

ACA1genoF

UM 2489

ACA1genoR

UM 2490

ACA2genoF

UM 2491

ACA2genoR

UM 2492

ACA3genoF

UM 2493

ACA5genoF

UM 2494

ACA3genoR

UM 2495

ACA5genoR

CACCGGATCCATGGCGGAGGA
ATGCTTCC
CGGCTTGGGCTGATTGC
CACCATGAACTCTTTCCATGAA
AG
CTTAAGCCCATATGCATCCTTC
CTCC
CACCCTTAAGATGGCAGGACGT
AATGCAGT
CCTAGGATGTGTTGGCGCCATA
AGCG
CACCCCTAGGATGGCAGGGATT
ACTGC
CCCGGGTTCGGATACGTATTAG
CACC
CACCCCCGGGATGTCGGAGGAA
GATGATTC
TTTTCGTCCATCCTGAGTCC
CCATGTGGGTGCGCCCAAACCA
CC
AAACGGTGGTTTGGGCGCACCC
AC
CCATAGGGTCCATCGACAGACT
AA
AAACTTAGTCTGTCGATGGACC
CT
CCATCGCACGAGACATCCGCAG
TG
AAACCACTGCGGATGTCTCGTG
CG
CCATCGACATGTCGTCAGAGAG
AG
AAACCTCTCTCTGACGACATGT
CG
CCATAAGTTTCACGTTGCTGGG
AA
AAACTTCCCAGCAACGTGAAAC
TT
GTCATGTCATATACCGTTGG
CCTTAATCTAGAAGCAGGATCC
TTAAACGTGTTTCAAACTCG
AAGCCATCAGAATGTTGAGG
ATGAAGGAAAGCGATGCACG
TCTGAGTTCTGTGACTCATCG
GCAGGCATCCCACACATACG
AGTCCAGGCATAATGCTGGC
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F primer for PpECA3
R primer for PpECA3
cdsi
ACA1 cdsi F
ACA1 cdsi R
PpACA3 F
PpACA3_cdsi_R
PpACA2 F
PpACA2_cdsi_R
PpACA5 F
PpACA5_cdsi_R
CRISPR oligomer for
RopGDIs (all)
CRISPR oligomer for
RopGDIs (all)
CRISPR oligomer for
ACA1
CRISPR oligomer for
ACA1
Oligo for ACA3
protospacer, F
Oligo for ACA3
protospacer, R
Oligo for ACA2
protospacer, F
Oligo for ACA2
protospacer, R
Oligo for ACA5
protospacer, F
Oligo for ACA5
protospacer, R
Genotyping ACA1
CRISPR target region
Genotyping ACA1
CRISPR target region
Genotyping ACA2
CRISPR target region
Genotyping ACA2
CRISPR target region
Genotyping ACA3
CRISPR target region
Genotyping ACA5
CRISPR target region
Genotyping ACA3
CRISPR target region
Genotyping ACA5
CRISPR target region

AATGATCGGGACTCTAATGCC

Genotyping GDI1
CRISPR target region
Genotyping GDI2
CRISPR target region
Genotyping GDI1
CRISPR target region
Genotyping GDI1
CRISPR target region
Cloning whole ACA1
cds
Cloning whole ACA1
cds, with no stop codon
Cloning whole ACA2
cds
Cloning whole ACA2
cds, with no stop codon
Cloning whole ACA5
cds
Cloning whole ACA5
cds, with no stop codon
Cloning ACA1 5’ UTR
for UTRi
Cloning ACA2 5’ UTR
for UTRi
Cloning ACA2 5’ UTR
for UTRi
Cloning ACA5 5’ UTR
for UTRi
Cloning ACA5 5’ UTR
for UTRi
Cloning ACA1 5’ UTR
for UTRi
Sequencing primer

UM 2537

RopGDI1genoF

UM 2538

RopGDI2genoF

UM 2539

RopGDI3genoF

UM 2540

RopGDI4genoF

UM 2572

ACA1cdsR

UM 2573

ACA1cdsR_no_st
op

UM 2575

ACA2cdsR

UM 2576

ACA2cdsR_no_st
op

UM 2581

ACA5cdsR

UM 2582

ACA5cdsNOSTO
PR

CACGGGCTCACTGGG

UM 2585

ACA-1_5TUR_F

CACCTTCCAGCGCTAACGAGCC

UM 2586

ACA-2_5UTR_F

UM 2587

ACA-2_5UTR_R

UM 2588

ACA-5_5UTR_F

UM 2589

ACA-5_5UTR_R

UM 2590

ACA-1_5UTR_R

UM 2591

ACA1 Seq1F

CACCGGATCCCCCATTTGTGCC
TAACTTACTG
TTTAAGCTTCTTCGAATATCTCA
CCAGCTC
CACCAAGCTTCAATCACTCAGT
CACTAGTTGTGTGC
CAAAAGAAAATACCCGCAAAC
AGTCC
TTTGGATCCCCTATTCCCACTCG
TCGAATTCTC
ATATGGGTCAAATACATATCC

UM 2592

ACA1 Seq1R

CAAGTCCCTTTCTTTATCGGG

Sequencing primer

UM 2593

ACA1 Seq2F

TCTGGATGTGGTAAGAGGAGG

Sequencing primer

UM 2594

ACA1 Seq2R

TGCGTCGTTAGTTCCATCACC

Sequencing primer

UM 2595

ACA1 Seq3F

GGTGTGCCAGAAAGTTTGCG

Sequencing primer

UM 2596

ACA1 Seq3R

GCCATAAAAATAAGGTCTTCA

Sequencing primer

UM 2597

ACA2 Seq1F

CCGAAGAAGAAATCTAAAGGC

Sequencing primer

UM 2598

ACA2 Seq1R

AAGGTGTTCCTCTCCAGCACC

Sequencing primer

UM 2599

ACA2 Seq2F

ACCGGGGTGGGTCTCAATACC

Sequencing primer

UM 2600

ACA2 Seq2R

AGCTTCTTTCAGCGCTGGAGC

Sequencing primer

UM 2601

ACA2 Seq3F

AGTCTCTGCCTTCCAACTTGC

Sequencing primer

UM 2602

ACA2 Seq3R

TTGCACTTCTCGTCGGTCATGG

Sequencing primer

UM 2603

ACA5 Seq1F

AAATGACTTTAATTGGCGACG

Sequencing primer

UM 2604

ACA5 Seq1R

GGTTTCATCATAAGCTCGTCG

Sequencing primer

UM 2605

ACA5 Seq2F

GGGAACAAAAGTCCAGGACGG

Sequencing primer

UM 2606

ACA5 Seq2R

CTCTCCATCGGTAAGAATCCC

Sequencing primer

UM 2607

ACA5 Seq3F

TCGTGAAGTGGGGAATATCCG

Sequencing primer

ATAGTGAGTACTGTGAATTCC
AGTTGTTCATCTGGTTATGG
TTGCTGCTTCCTCTCGGTAATGC
TCAGACTGCACTGGC
GACTGCACTGGCGG
TCATGTTCGCATATCGATTGC
TGTTCGCATATCGATTGCG
TCACACGGGCTCACTG
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GCTTCAGTACAATTTCAGACG

UM 2608

ACA5 Seq3R

UM 2609

ACA4F

CACCATGATTATGATTTCCTTTT
G

UM 2610

ACA4R

CTATTCTTATCCGACC

UM 2709

VLN_F

CACCATGGCTGTGTCCATGAAG

UM 2710

VLN1_cdsiR

UM 2711

VLN2a_F

UM 2712

VLN2a_cdsiR

UM 2713

VLN2b_F

UM 2714

VLN2b_cdsiR

UM 2715

VLN3_F

UM 2716

VLN3_R

DC 52

ACA4_500bpR

DC 73

VLN2a_crspr1_F

DC 74

VLN2a_crspr1_R

DC 75

VLN2a_crspr2_F

DC 76

VLN2a_crspr2_R

DC 77

VLN2b_crspr1_F

DC 78

VLN2b_crspr1_R

DC 79

VLN2b_crspr2_F

DC 80

VLN2b_crspr2_R

DC 81

VLN2a_UTR_F

DC 82

VLN2a_UTR_R

DC 83

VLN2b_UTR_F

DC 84

VLN2b_UTR_R

DC 85

VLN1_UTR_F

DC 86

VLN1_UTR_R

DC 144

ACA2genetag
UParmF

TGTTGGATCCCCAGAACAAAGA
CATCATTATGG
CACCGGATCCATGGCTGTATCT
ATGAAGAATG
TGTTGAATTCAACAAAAACATC
GTCATGG
CACCGAATTCCATGGCTGTGTC
TATGAAGAATG
TGTTAAGCTTAACAAAAACATC
GTCATGG
CACCAAGCTTATGACTTCCAGT
CAAAGGGC
TCAGAAGAGGTCGAGGTGC
TAGTTGTCCACAAATCC
CCATGATTCCTTAGGCAATAGT
AC
AAACGTACTATTGCCTAAGGAA
TC
CCATCCTTTCACGACGAACAAA
CG
AAACCGTTTGTTCGTCGTGAAA
GG
CCATCAAACCAGTGCCCTTGCT
CA
AAACTGAGCAAGGGCACTGGTT
TG
CCATCTGAGTTTCTCTATACTGA
A
AAACTTCAGTATAGAGAAACTC
AG
CACCCTTCTTCGTGGCCATCTCC
GGATCCAGGCTAATTCTCACAA
TCGC
CACCGGATCCTCTCACACTCCC
ATTGCCC
CAGGCTGCTCTTGACAATTGC
CACCACGTGTGAAGTGAATGC
AAGCTTGCACCTTGCAATCACC
GGGGACAGTTTGTACAAAAAA
GCAGGCTATTTAAATGATGCTC
CAGCGCTGAAAG
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Sequencing primer
Primer to clone ACA4
from cDNA
Primer to clone ACA4
from cDNA
F primer for PpVLN1
R primer for PpVLN1
cdsi fragment
F primer for PpVLN2a
R primer for PpVLN2a
cdsi fragment
F primer for PpVLN2b
R primer for PpVLN2b
cdsi fragment
F primer for PpVLN3
R primer for complete
PpVLN3 cds
R primer for first 500bp
of ACA4, expression
experiment
Oligomer for VLN 2a
CRISPR construct
Oligomer for VLN 2a
CRISPR construct
Oligomer for VLN 2a
CRISPR construct
Oligomer for VLN 2a
CRISPR construct
Oligomer for VLN 2b
CRISPR construct
Oligomer for VLN 2b
CRISPR construct
Oligomer for VLN 2b
CRISPR construct
Oligomer for VLN 2b
CRISPR construct
F primer for VLN2a
UTRi
R primer for VLN2a
UTRi
F primer for VLN2b
UTRi
R primer for VLN2b
UTRi
F primer for VLN1
UTRi
R primer for VLN1
UTRi
Generating ACA2 locus
tag construct

GGGGACAACTTTTGTATACAAA
GTTGTTGTTCGCATATCGATTGC
G
GGGGACAACTTTGTATAATAAA
GTTGATAACTGACTTCTCACTG
C
GGGGACCACTTTGTACAAGAAA
GCTGGGTATTTAAATTAGGTAT
CAACCAATACTTAG
GGGGACAACTTTTGTATACAAA
GTTGTGACTGCACTGGCGGC
GGGGACAACTTTGTATAATAAA
GTTGCTTCTGTAGGTAAGGTCC
GGGGACAACTTTTGTATACAAA
GTTGTCACGGGCTCACTGGGG
AATTGGGATGACAGAAGG

DC 145

ACA2genetag
UParmR

DC 146

ACA2genetag
DWNarmF

DC 147

ACA2genetag
DWNarmR

DC 220

ACA1_uparm_R

DC 221

ACA1_dwnarm_F

DC 222

ACA5_uparm_R

DC 223

ACA2_taggeno_F

DC 224

ACA2_taggeno_R

DC 227

ACA1_uparm_F

DC 228

ACA1_dwnarm_R

DC 229

ACA5_uparm_F

DC 230

ACA5_dwnarm_F

DC 231

ACA5_dwnarm_R

DC 232

ACA2_HDSK_5_
F

GGGGACAGTTTGTACAAAAAA
GCAGGCTATTTAAATCTTAGGT
CTTACTGGACCCG
GGGGACCACTTTGTACAAGAAA
GCTGGGTATTTAAATCATCCCC
GTACG
GGGGACAGTTTGTACAAAAAA
GCAGGCTATTTAAATCTGGGTT
GTGACCCGTGC
GGGGACAACTTTGTATAATAAA
GTTGCTTCTATTCTGTTATCATG
CCTTGG
GGGGACCACTTTGTACAAGAAA
GCTGGGTATTTAAATGTGTTGT
CATTGTGTGTCC
GGGGACAAGTTTGTACAAAAA
AGCAGGCTCCGTGACATCATTC
TACAGG

DC 233

ACA2_HDSK_5_
R

GGGGACAACTTTGTATAGAAAA
GTTGGGTGCGACATGTCGTCCA
CG

DC 234

ACA2_HDSK_3_
F

DC 235

ACA2_HDSK_3_
R

DC 236
DC 237

ACA2_HDSK_
genoF
ACA2_HDSK_
genoR

CAAAACCATAGAGACAAAGG

GGGGACAACTTTGTATAATAAA
GTTGTCAGAGAGAGAGGGTCG
GGGGACCACTTTGTACAAGAAA
GCTGGGTAAAGCTCTCTCCGGT
CATGG
TTACCCATTCACCGACC
GACTTGTCTTTTTTCACGGG
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Generating ACA2 locus
tag construct
Generating ACA2 locus
tag construct
Generating ACA2 locus
tag construct
Generating ACA1 locus
tag construct
Generating ACA1 locus
tag construct
Generating ACA5 locus
tag construct
ACA2 locus tag
genotyping primer
ACA2 locus tag
genotyping primer
Generating ACA1 locus
tag construct
Generating ACA1 locus
tag construct
Generating ACA5 locus
tag construct
Generating ACA5 locus
tag construct
Generating ACA5 locus
tag construct
Generating ACA2
Homology-Directed Stop
Cassette Knock-in
construct
Generating ACA2
Homology-Directed Stop
Cassette Knock-in
construct
Generating ACA2
Homology-Directed Stop
Cassette Knock-in
construct
Generating ACA2
Homology-Directed Stop
Cassette Knock-in
construct
ACA2 HDSK
Genotyping primer
ACA2 HDSK
Genotyping primer

7.7 Confocal Imaging
YCN65, and Lifeact-mRuby images in wildtype and Δaip1 lines were acquired at
the Nikon Center of Excellence at UMass Amherst. ACA2-GFP, YCN and LifeactmRuby of Δaca1,5 lines were acquired at Dartmouth College. In both cases, a Nikon
A1R confocal with a resonance scanner was utilized for imaging. YCN65 was excited via
445 nm laser and mRuby was excited via a 561 nm laser. The A1R is equipped with a
triple dichroic mirror allowing for the simultaneous acquisition of YCN and mRuby
emission. With this dichroic, I collected three ranges of emitted light: 465-505nm (CFP),
525-550nm (YFP), and 570+nm (mRuby).
GDI3-mEGFP images were acquired at the University of Massachusetts,
Amherst, with a spinning disk confocal. VAEM imaging of Lifeact-GFP was acquired on
the same microscope, but with via a TIRF arm. A single inverted microscope body (Ti-E;
Nikon Instruments) was equipped with a T-FL-TIRF arm and a CSU-X1 spinning disk
confocal head (Yokogawa). The microscope used a iXON3 CCD camera (Andor
Technology) for acquisition. 488 nm laser illumination with 525/50 nm emission filters
was used to acquire the mEGFP in both GDI3-mEGFP and Lifeact-mEGFP.

7.8 Image Analysis
7.8.1 Measuring Plant Area and Solidity
For growth assays, images were taken either with a Leica MZ 16 FA microscope
equipped with a PlanAPO 1.0x objective and a Leica DFC 300FX camera or a Nikon
SMZ25 camera. Image analysis was performed with ImageJ as described in (Vidali et al.,
2007). Briefly, the user selects the plant to be processed with the Draw Polygon tool, and
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this region is copied to a new blank stack. Next, the user defines the threshold the red
channel (chlorophyll autofluorescence), and a mask is made of the threshold. Both the
area and morphological characteristics (i.e. solidity and circularity) are measured from
this mask. Solidity is the ratio of plant area to the convex hull area of the plant, while
circularity is the perimeter-area ratio of the plant normalized to that of a circle. In all
instances, area is normalized to control conditions. Both solidity and circularity are
intrinsically normalized.

7.8.2 Measuring Actin Dynamics
GDI UTR RNAi plasmid was transformed into a NLS4/Lifeact-GFP line as
describe in Chapter 1. Both test and control transformants were selected for with
hygromycin selection. Seven-day-old plants were visually screened for active silencing
(lack of nuclear GFP) via fluorescent stereomicroscope (Leica DFC 300FX), and regions
containing plants were marked for confocal imaging. Silenced plants were transferred to
an agar pad mounted slide for confocal imaging. ImageJ was used for post-acquisition
processing. The correlation coefficient analysis was performed in MatLab as described in
(Vidali et al., 2010). Traces for individual cells were then averaged and plotted via
Kaliedagraph.

7.8.3 Generating Ratiometric Images
The RatioPlus plugin for ImageJ was used to generate ratiometric images, with
the “Blue Green Red” look up table provided by the NucMed plugin used to color the
images, described in full detail in (Kardash, Bandemer, & Raz, 2011). For wildtype and
LatB experiments, I acquired images every 5 seconds to balance between temporal
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resolution and photodamage to the fluorophores. Δaip1 lines required 10 seconds
between each acquisition. Each single focal plane time lapse was registered via StackReg
plugin with the Rigid Body transformation so that a fixed ROI could be drawn over the
apical region. The code for the ImageJ macro is included in the appendix of this
document.

7.8.4 Wavelet and Empirical Mode Decomposition
For the wavelet analysis, the calcium ratio signal in a 4 µm wide slice across the
cell between 4 and 8 µm distal to the cell tip was averaged at each time point. After
lightly smoothing to remove very high frequency noise (single sample noise, 5 to 10
second period), time courses were analyzed using the WaveletComp package in R, with
default settings. For the Empirical Mode Decomposition, I used the R package Rlibeemd,
utilizing the ceemdan and coredata functions. The code for the R script is included in the
appendix of this document.

7.8.5 Cross Correlation Analysis
To quantify calcium-actin correlation through time, I conducted a crosscorrelation analysis. A ROI was drawn over the apex of a registered cell. For each frame
of the ratiometric data, I measured the mean intensity of this ROI. To quantify the apical
actin spot, I took two approaches. For the maximum intensity, I used the same ROI used
to measure the mean intensity of the ratiometric data and found the maximum intensity of
Lifeact-mRuby2 within that ROI. For area, a cropped region of apex was thresholded
such that each frame had a single shape to measure. Both ratio and actin spot data were
imported into R, lightly smoothed, and subjected to cross correlation analysis (CCF
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function), with default settings. The code for the R script is included in the appendix of
this document.

7.8.6 Expansion Rate Determination and Analysis
For control, LatB-treated, and Δaip1 cells, I measured the distance the tip traveled
during the acquisition. This was done parallel to the growth axis of the cell, or in the case
of LatB-treated cells, the growth axis of the cell prior to treatment. Growth rate was
calculated by dividing the length of this line in microns by time.
For collision cells, expansion does not readily occur in the direction of the growth
axis, but rather swelling occurs along a different axis. Because cells are roughly radially
symmetrical, I assumed that measuring the area of a single optical slice would be an
appropriate proxy for the volume of the cell. As such, a tight cropping of the apical
region was taken, as this was the only part of the cell that changed shape. Time lapse
YCN movies were thresholded to exclude the background, and the ImageJ “Analyze
Particles” was used to measure the thresholded area in each frame with the option to
“Include Holes”. In this way, the whole apical region was considered one particle, and
the organelles not containing the calcium probe (e.g. vacuole and plastids) were included.
To analyze these data, they were imported into R and smoothed via the smooth.spline
function. The first derivative of the smoothed time series was calculated via the predict
function.
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APPENDIX A
IMAGEJ CODE
What follows are the codes for macros that I wrote and developed for various
types of image processing and quantification. At the beginning of each macro, I describe
the function and purpose. Notes within the code are indicated by green text, preceded by
a double forward slash.

Ratiometic Image Processing Macro
//This macro takes two-channel stacks and generates a ratiometric stack.
//I do not claim that it is perfect, and likely will need to be tweaked.
//Also, it will not back ratiometric gold out of shotty microscopy. //Crummy blurry
images in, crummy ratios out.
//Lastly, I have left notes for the next user. If you are in doubt, heed them.
//Good luck! -CJ
//Select windows, renames them. Don't start with cropped images, crop things after. If
//the macro grabs the wrong image to call "CFP" and "YFP", it is because you touched
them before running the macro.
selectImage(2);
rename("fret");
selectImage(1);
rename("cfp");
selectWindow("fret");
//The following deals with image processing, which may need to be tweaked.
// It is necessary for the YCN line, but removing the Enhance Contrast and Subtract
//Background actually helps with the mitochondrial line. Also, changing the size of the
//Rolling Ball Radius (rbr) would also be worth tweaking.
run("Enhance Contrast...", "saturated=0.1 normalize process_all use")
Dialog.create("Subtract Background")
default=50;
Dialog.addMessage("Select Radius for Rolling Ball Subtraction")
Dialog.addNumber("radius",default)
Dialog.show();
rbr=Dialog.getNumber();
run("Subtract Background...","rolling=&rbr");
selectWindow("cfp");
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run("Enhance Contrast...", "saturated=0.4 normalize process_all use")
run("Subtract Background...", "rolling=&rbr");
selectWindow("cfp");
run("32-bit");
selectWindow("cfp");
run("Smooth", "stack");
selectWindow("fret");
run("32-bit");
selectWindow("fret");
run("Smooth", "stack");
selectWindow("fret");
run("Threshold...", "Default dark");
Dialog.create("Adjust Threshold")
Dialog.addMessage("Tweak Threshold")
Dialog.show()
waitForUser;
getThreshold(UpperThreshold, LowerThreshold);
//setAutoThreshold("Default dark stack");
run("NaN Background", "stack");
run("Ratio Plus", "image1=fret image2=cfp background1=0 clipping_value1=0
background2=0 clipping_value2=0 multiplication=1");
selectImage("cfp");
close;
selectImage("fret");
close;
Dialog.create("Adjust Histogram")
Dialog.addMessage("Adjust Histogram Min/Max to Include Relevant Values")
Diaglog.addMessage("Start by using the ratio range from NIS elements")
Dialog.show();
run("Brightness/Contrast..." );
waitForUser;
//setMinAndMax(0.43, 2);
Dialog.create("Important Message")
Dialog.addMessage("You must select to duplicate the whole stack")
Dialog.show();
run("Duplicate...");
selectImage("Ratio-1");
rename("Ratio NucMed");
run("Lookup Tables", "resource=Lookup_Tables/ lut=[Blue Green Red]");
run("Calibration Bar...", "location=[Upper Right] fill=Black label=White number=2
decimal=0 font=12 zoom=1 overlay");
selectImage("Ratio")
rename("Ratio B&W")
run("Calibration Bar...", "location=[Upper Right] fill=Black label=White number=2
decimal=0 font=12 zoom=1 overlay");
rows = 2;
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columns = 1;
labels = newArray(rows);
defaults = newArray(rows);
labels[0] ="Ratio NucMed";
labels[1]="Ratio B&W";
for (i=0; i<rows; i++) {
if ((i%2)==0)
defaults[i] = true;
else
defaults[i] = true;
}
answers=newArray(rows);
Dialog.create("What files would you like to save?");
Dialog.addMessage("Select the files you would like to save");
Dialog.addCheckboxGroup(rows,columns,labels,defaults);
Dialog.show();
for (i=0; i<rows; i++)
{
answers[i]=Dialog.getCheckbox();
}
if(answers[0]==0 && answers[1]==0)
{run("Close All");
setBatchMode(false);
waitForUser("Macro has finished");
}
else
{
//This asks the user if they want to save their files in the same place
label=newArray("yes");
default=newArray("1");
Dialog.create("Save files in one place?");
Dialog.addMessage("Save files in one place?");
Dialog.addCheckboxGroup(1,1,label,default);
answer=newArray(1);
for (i=0; i<1; i++)
{
answer[i]=Dialog.getCheckbox();
}
if(answer[0]==1)
{
//This will let people save their file
waitForUser("Selection","Press OK to continue to the file path where you would like to
save files");
dir=getDirectory("Choose your directory");
if(answers[0]==1)
{selectWindow("Ratio NucMed");
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saveAs(".tif",dir+"Ratio NucMed");
}
if(answers[1]==1)
{selectWindow("Ratio B&W");
saveAs(".tif",dir+"Ratio B&W");
}
waitForUser("Macro has finished");
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Cytosolic Calcium Ratio Quantification
//This macro registers a stack so the cell appears to stop growing. Then has the user draw
//at least a single ROI, and measures the value within that ROI. I used it to generate
//a time series of the apical calcium gradient.
selectImage(1);
name = getTitle();
run("16-bit");
run("StackReg ", "transformation=[Rigid Body]");
doCommand("Start Animation [\\]");
waitForUser("Stop Animation if it Looks Registered")
selectImage(1)
run("ROI Manager...");
roiManager("ShowAll");
//Remove the double forward slash on green text below to enable measuring multiple
//ROIs
//setTool("oval");
//waitForUser("Make 5 Oval ROIs, Click OK After Each ROI")
setTool("polygon");
waitForUser("Draw ROI Over the Tip Region, click 'OK' when done")
//waitForUser("Enable 'Show All' Option")
roiManager("Add");
//waitForUser;
//roiManager("Add");
//waitForUser;
//roiManager("Add");
//waitForUser;
//roiManager("Add");
//waitForUser;
//roiManager("Add");
run("Set Measurements...", "mean redirect=None decimal=4");
roiManager("Multi Measure");
//Saving Stuff
waitForUser("Selection","Press OK to continue to the file path where you would like to
save files");
dir=getDirectory("Choose your directory");
selectWindow("Results");
saveAs("Results",dir+name+".csv");
selectImage(1);
saveAs(".tif",dir+name+"_YCN Registered Stack");
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roiManager("Save",dir+name+"_ROIs.zip");
roiManager("Delete");
run("Close All");
waitForUser("Macro has finished");
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Actin Spot Quantification
//This macro is designed to make a binary .tif of the actin spot.
//It will spit out the XY positional data, the area, and the perimeter of the spot as a .csv
//file, along with the thresholded .tif
//Provide stack cropped tightly around apical region
//Select where you'd like to save these files, first. (It would help if you set up a folder
//ahead of time)
waitForUser("Selection","Press OK to continue to the file path where you would like to
save files");
dir=getDirectory("Choose your directory");
//This macro essentially runs twice. The first time, it measures the max and min intensity
//of the apical actin spot, which id done here. The second time measures the area and
//other likewise parameters.
run("Duplicate...")
selectImage(1)
rename("Actin Spot No Threshold")
selectImage(2)
rename("Thresholded Actin Spot")
run("Set Measurements...", "min & max redirect=None decimal=4");
selectWindow("Actin Spot No Threshold");
//Enlarges the cropped actin spot for you, so you can see what you are doing
run("In [+]");
run("In [+]");
run("In [+]");
run("In [+]");
run("In [+]");
run("In [+]");
//Loop that actually does the measuring
for(n=1; n<=nSlices; n++){
run("Measure");
run("Next Slice [>]");
}
//Save everything
selectWindow("Results")
saveAs("Results",dir+"Actin Max Intensity"+".csv");
run("Clear Results");
selectImage("Thresholded Actin Spot");
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run("Smooth", "stack");
run("Median...");
//This is the second loop of the macro
rename("Thresholded Actin Spot");
Dialog.create("User Input Required");
Dialog.addMessage("Adjust Threshold until it is a reasonable representation of apical
actin");
Dialog.show();
run("In [+]");
run("In [+]");
run("In [+]");
run("In [+]");
run("In [+]");
run("In [+]");
run("Threshold...");
setAutoThreshold("Percentile dark");
waitForUser;
setOption("BlackBackground", false);
//Here, it is getting ready to measure the area and perimeter of the thresholded actin spot.
run("Set Measurements...", "area perimeter limit decimal=4");
run("Analyze Particles...", "display results, keep holes");
selectWindow("Thresholded Actin Spot");
//Measuring loop
for(n=1; n<=nSlices; n++){
run("Measure");
run("Next Slice [>]");
}
//Save everything
selectWindow("Thresholded Actin Spot")
saveAs(".tif",dir+"Thresholded Actin Spot"+".tif");
selectWindow("Results")
saveAs("Results",dir+"Actin Spot Data"+".csv");
waitForUser("Macro is complete");
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APPENDIX B
R CODE
What follows are the code for R that I wrote and developed to quantify either the
calcium oscillations, their relationship with actin, or various methods of plotting data.
Notes within the code are denoted via green text preceded by a pound sign: “#”.
Wavelets and IMFs
This R code takes the time series of oscillatory data, smooths it, performs a
Wavelet Transformation with it, extracts Imperical Mode Functions (IMFs), and finally
rebuilds the original signal by adding the IMFs back together.
#clears R cache
rm(list=ls(all=TRUE))
#call up data
infile=file.choose(new = FALSE)
File.Name=basename(infile)
A=read.csv(infile)
attach(A)
#Adjust time values for delay in acquisition
Time.fixed=Time*5
#Change 16-bit intensity values into ratio values again
Ratio.max=max(Ratio)
Ratio.min=min(Ratio)
Ratio.avg=mean(Ratio)
Ratio.sd=sd(Ratio)
#Feature Scaling method (preferred)
Ratio.fs=(((Ratio-Ratio.min))/(Ratio.max-Ratio.min))*3
Ratio.fs.avg=mean(Ratio.fs)
Ratio.fs.sd=sd(Ratio.fs)
#Standard Score (in case it is needed)
#Ratio.ss=(Ratio-Ratio.avg)/Ratio.sd
#Ratio.ss.avg=mean(Ratio.ss)
#Ratio.ss.sd=sd(Ratio.ss)
#Smooth the data in a few different ways
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Ratio.mid.trend=smooth.spline(Time.fixed,Ratio.fs, spar=0.9)
Ratio.detrended=(Ratio.fs-Ratio.mid.trend$y)+mean(Ratio.fs)
Ratio.detrended.smth=smooth.spline(Ratio.detrended, spar=0.1)
Ratio.detrended.lo=loess.smooth(Time.fixed, Ratio.detrended, span=0.1,
evaluation=length(Time.fixed))
plot(Time.fixed, Ratio.fs,
type="l",
lwd=3,
ylim=c(0,3),
ylab="YCN Ratio",
xlab="Time(s)",
main="Comparison of Smoothing Methods for Ratio Data")
lines(Time.fixed, Ratio.detrended, col="red")
lines(Time.fixed, Ratio.detrended.smth$y, col="blue")
lines(Time.fixed, Ratio.detrended.lo$y, col="green")
#Once you have decided when smoothing is best, make a dataframe of it
df.ratio.1=data.frame(Time.fixed, Ratio.detrended)
df.ratio.1=data.frame(Time.fixed, Ratio.detrended.smth$y)
df.ratio.1=data.frame(Time.fixed, Ratio.detrended.lo$y)
#Performs wavelet transformation (WT)
require(WaveletComp)
YCN_wavelet1=analyze.wavelet(df.ratio.1,
my.series=2,
loess.span = 0,
dt = 5, dj = 1/250,
lowerPeriod = 16,
upperPeriod = 512,
make.pval = T,
n.sim = 10)
wt.image(YCN_wavelet1,
timelab = "Time, s",
color.key = "quantile",
n.levels = 250,lwd=3,
legend.params = list(lab = "wavelet power levels",
label.digits=3,mar = 5.9))
#generates a stripped-down version to save as .jpeg for figures
wt.image(YCN_wavelet1, timelab = "Time, s",color.key = "quantile", n.levels =
250,lwd=3, plot.legend=F, plot.contour=F,
label.time.axis=T, label.period.axis=T, plot.coi=F)
par(new=TRUE)
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plot(Time, Displacement.smth$y, type="l", lwd=3,, xaxt="n", yaxt="n", xlab="",
ylab="")
axis(4)
#Use Emperical Mode Decomposition (EMD) to calculate Imperical Mode Functions
#(IMFS) to find component periodicities
require(Rlibeemd)
require(zoo)
imfs = ceemdan(Ratio.fs)
imfs = ceemdan(Displacement)
plot(imfs)
imfs.core = coredata(imfs)
n.imf=length(imfs.core[1,])
#calculate power density distributions
imf.pd=seq(0,0,length=(n.imf-1))
for (i in 1:(n.imf-1)){
imf.pd[i]=sum(imfs.core[,i]^2)
}
par(mar=c(5,8,4,2))
barplot(imf.pd,names.arg=c("IMF1","IMF2","IMF3","IMF4","IMF5","IMF6"),
col=c(1:6))
mtext(side=2,"Power",line=3)
barplot(imf.pd/sum(imf.pd),names.arg=c("IMF1","IMF2","IMF3","IMF4","IMF5","IMF
6"),
col=c(1:6))
mtext(side=2,"Percent of Total Power",line=3)
#Generates matrix into which IMF periodicity data will be placed
Period.Matrix <- matrix(ncol=2, nrow=n.imf)
i=1
for (i in 1:n.imf){
ts.plot(imfs[,i],main=paste("Raw IMF No.",i))
my.data=data.frame(x=imfs.core[,i])
CA.imf = analyze.wavelet(my.data, "x",
loess.span = 0.7,
dt = 5, dj = 1/250,
lowerPeriod = 16,
upperPeriod = 512,
make.pval = T, n.sim = 10)
#determine and display main signficant frequecies in waveletplot
rdg.imf=which(CA.imf$Ridge==1,arr.ind=TRUE)
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rdg.imf.p = matrix(0,length(rdg.imf[,2]),2)
rdg.imf.p[,1]=rdg.imf[,2]
rdg.imf.p[,2]=YCN_wavelet1$Period[rdg.imf[,1]]
Mean.per=mean(rdg.imf.p[,2])
sd.per=sd(rdg.imf.p[,2])
Period.Matrix[i,] <- c(Mean.per,sd.per)
wt.image(CA.imf, timelab = "Time, s",color.key = "quantile", n.levels = 250,lwd=3,
legend.params = list(lab = "wavelet power levels",
label.digits=3,mar = 5.9),main=paste("Raw IMF No.",i))
par(mar=c(5,5,5,5))
reconstruct(CA.imf,only.sig=TRUE,siglvl=0.1,plot.waves=FALSE,
only.coi=TRUE, only.ridge=TRUE, lwd = c(1,2),
legend.coords = "bottomleft",main=paste("Raw IMF No.",i))
mtext(text=paste("Mean Period = ",round(Mean.per,2),
"+/-",round(sd.per,2),"sec"),side=3,line=1)
}
#extract periodicity of IMFs
rdg.imf=which(YCN_wavelet1$Ridge==1,arr.ind=TRUE)
rdg.imf.p = matrix(0,length(rdg.imf[,2]),2)
rdg.imf.p[,1]=rdg.imf[,2]
rdg.imf.p[,2]=YCN_wavelet1$Period[rdg.imf[,1]]
Mean.per=seq(0,0,length=n.imf)
sd.per=seq(0,0,length=n.imf)
Mean.per[i]=mean(rdg.imf.p[,2])
sd.per[i]=sd(rdg.imf.p[,2])
#calculate power density distributions
imf.pd=seq(0,0,length=(n.imf-1))
for (i in 1:(n.imf-1)){
imf.pd[i]=sum(imfs.core[,i]^2)
}
par(mar=c(5,8,4,2))
imf.id=seq(1,n.imf)
PowerDensity=imf.pd[1:(n.imf)]/sum(imf.pd)
RawPower=imf.pd[1:(n.imf)]
Mean.Periods=Period.Matrix[,1]
IMF.StDevs=Period.Matrix[,2]
out.df=data.frame(imf.id,Mean.Periods,IMF.StDevs,PowerDensity,RawPower)
out.df
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#This produces a txt file of the IMF data, saved to where ever you have the R script.
write.table(out.df, file=paste(File.Name,"_IMFs_PowerDensity.txt",sep="\t"))
#below I will try to reconstruct the signal from the IMF data
#create new calls for the IMFs
IMF1=imfs.core[,2]
IMF2=imfs.core[,3]
IMF3=imfs.core[,4]
IMF4=imfs.core[,5]
IMF5=imfs.core[,6]
IMF6=imfs.core[,7]
IMF7=imfs.core[,8]
IMF8=imfs.core[,9]
#etc, edit as needed
IMFsum12=IMF1+IMF2
IMFsum123=IMF1+IMF2+IMF3
IMFsum1234=IMF1+IMF2+IMF3+IMF4
IMFsum12345=IMF1+IMF2+IMF3+IMF4+IMF5
IMFsum123456=IMF1+IMF2+IMF3+IMF4+IMF5+IMF6
IMFsum1234567=IMF1+IMF2+IMF3+IMF4+IMF5+IMF6+IMF7
IMFsum12345678=IMF1+IMF2+IMF3+IMF4+IMF5+IMF6+IMF7+IMF8
plot(Time, Displacement.smth$y, type="l", col="black", lwd=3, ylim=c(-12000, 12000))
lines(Time, IMFsum12, col="red")
lines(Time, IMFsum123, col="orange")
lines(Time, IMFsum1234, col="gold")
lines(Time, IMFsum12345, col="green")
lines(Time, IMFsum123456, col="blue")
lines(IMFsum1234567, col="violet")
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Actin and Calcium Signal Correlation
This R code takes the calcium time series data and the actin apical spot time series
data and performs the cross-correlation analysis with them. This code will also generate a
nice plot of the time series data for you.
##This script will compare YCN and LAmRuby time courses, provided they are on the
same .csv file.
#Clear cache
rm(list=ls(all=TRUE))
#call up data
infile=file.choose(new = FALSE)
File.Name=basename(infile)
A=read.csv(infile)
attach(A)
#fix time
Time.fixed=Time*5
#Normalize Ratio Values
Ratio.max=max(Ratio)
Ratio.min=min(Ratio)
Ratio.avg=mean(Ratio)
Ratio.sd=sd(Ratio)
#Feature Scaling
Ratio.fs=(((Ratio-Ratio.min))/(Ratio.max-Ratio.min))
Ratio.fs.avg=mean(Ratio.fs)
Ratio.fs.sd=sd(Ratio.fs)
#Smooth the ROI Max Intensity
LA.Max.trend=smooth.spline(Time.fixed, LA.Max, spar=0.8)
LA.Max.detrended=(LA.Max-LA.Max.trend$y)#mean(LA.Max)
LA.Max.smth=smooth.spline(Time.fixed, LA.Max.detrended, spar=0.3)
#Smooth the Ratio Data
Ratio.trend=smooth.spline(Time.fixed, Ratio, spar=0.7)
Ratio.detrended=((Ratio)-Ratio.trend$y)#mean(2*Ratio.fs)
Ratio.smth=smooth.spline(Time.fixed, Ratio.detrended, spar=0.3)
#fit baseline adjusted data to loess spline, display
Ratio.lo=loess(Ratio.detrended~Time.fixed, span=.07, surface="direct")
LA.Max.lo=loess(LA.Max.detrended~Time.fixed, span=.07, surface="direct")
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#fit data
Ratio.fit=predict(Ratio.lo,Time.fixed)
LA.Max.fit=predict(LA.Max.lo,Time.fixed)
#interpolate splines to improve time resolution (0.1s)
T.int=seq(min(Time.fixed),max(Time.fixed),by=0.1)
Ratio.int=predict(Ratio.lo,T.int)
LA.Max.int=predict(LA.Max.lo,T.int)
#plot
#To make a plot that shows the original ratio values
RealRatio=2*Ratio.fs
RealRatio.trend=smooth.spline(Time.fixed, RealRatio, spar=0.7)
RealRatio.detrended=((RealRatio)-RealRatio.trend$y)+mean(RealRatio)
RealRatio.lo=loess(RealRatio.detrended~Time.fixed, span=.07)
RealRatio.fit=predict(RealRatio.lo,Time.fixed)
RealRatio.int=predict(RealRatio.lo,T.int)
RealRatio.int.max=max(RealRatio.int)
RealRatio.int.min=min(RealRatio.int)
Real.LA.Max=LA.Max
Real.LA.Max.trend=smooth.spline(Time.fixed, Real.LA.Max, spar=0.8)
Real.LA.Max.detrended=((Real.LA.Max)-Real.LA.Max.trend$y)+mean(Real.LA.Max)
Real.LA.Max.lo=loess(Real.LA.Max.detrended~Time.fixed, span=.07)
Real.LA.Max.fit=predict(Real.LA.Max.lo,Time.fixed)
Real.LA.Max.int=predict(Real.LA.Max.lo,T.int)
plot(T.int, RealRatio.int,
type="l",
lwd=3,
col="green",
xlab="Time (sec)",
ylab="Ratio",
ylim=c(RealRatio.int.min, RealRatio.int.max),
main=File.Name)
par(new=TRUE)
plot(T.int, Real.LA.Max.int,
type="l",
lwd=3,
col="red",
xaxt="n",
yaxt="n",
xlab="",
ylab="")
axis(4)
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#Get correlation and lag values
lag.values.Max=(ccf(Ratio.smth$y,
LA.Max.smth$y,
lag.max=10,
main=File.Name,
plot=TRUE))
MaxLag=max(lag.values.Max$acf)
MinLag=min(lag.values.Max$acf)
#Save correlation and lag values. The txt file will go to the same location as the R script
LagValues=data.frame(lag.values.Max$lag,lag.values.Max$acf)
write.table(LagValues, file="LagValues.txt", sep="\t" )
#Display lag values
LagValues
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Generating Ellipse Plots
I used this code to make ellipse plots for the IMF Period/Power Function data. To
use it, you need a single .csv file that has the value and standard deviation of the Period
and Power Function for each IMF. Ensure that the heading on each column is exactly as
it appears in the code here.
#Clear the Cache
rm(list=ls(all=TRUE))
#call up summary data
A=read.csv(file.choose(new = FALSE))
attach(A)
require(plotrix)
require(pvclust)
#Make some new transparent colors
Trans.Purple=rgb(160,32,240, max=255, alpha=125)
Trans.Red=rgb(255, 0, 0, max=255, alpha=125)
Trans.DrkGreen=rgb(0,100,0, max=255, alpha=125)
Trans.Gold=rgb(255,215,0, max=255, alpha=125)
Trans.Black=rgb(0,0,0, max=225, alpha=125)
#Want different colors? Use this code to find the rgb value. Once you have that, use it as
I have done above.
col2rgb('your favorite color')
#Plot points
plot(Control.Per, Control.PwrFract, col="black", type="p", pch=15, lty=3, ylim=c(0,1),
xlim=c(0,500),
main="Intrinsic Mode Functions",
sub="Control=Black, Genotype/Condition X=Red, Genotype/Condition Y=Dark
Green",
xlab="Periodicity",
ylab="Power Fraction")
#edit as needed
points(X.Per, X.PwrFract,col="red", type="p", pch=16, lty=3)
points(Y.Per, Y.PwrFract, col="darkgreen", type="p", pch=16, lty=3)
points(Z.Per, Z.PwrFrac, col="purple", type="p", pch=17, lty=3)
points(W.Per, W.PwrFrac, col="gold", type="p", lty=3, pch=18)
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#Add ellipses which are like error bars here
draw.ellipse(X.Per, X.PwrFract, a=X.Per.STDEV,
b=X.PwrFract.STDEV, border="red", col=Trans.Red)
draw.ellipse(Control.Per, Control.PwrFract, a=Control.Per.STDEV,
b=Control.PwrFract.STDEV, border="black", col=Trans.Black)
draw.ellipse(Y.Per, daca9.PwrFract, a=Y.Per.STDEV,
b=Y.PwrFract.STDEV, border="darkgreen", col=Trans.DrkGreen)
draw.ellipse(Z.Per, Z.PwrFrac, a=Z.Per.STDEV,
b=Z.PwrFrac.STDEV, border="purple", col=Trans.Purple)
draw.ellipse(W.Per, W.PwrFrac, a=W.Per.STDEV,
b=W.PwrFrac.STDEV, border="gold", col=Trans.Gold)
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Generating Violin Plots
The standard graphing software used in the lab, KaleidaGraph, cannot make
violin plots. Therefore, I wrote this code to accomplish that.
#Clear cache
rm(list=ls(all=TRUE))
#call up data
A=read.csv(file.choose(new = FALSE))
attach(A)
#You need these
require(vioplot)
require(ggplot2)
#Make some colors with which to shade
Trans.Red=rgb(255, 0, 0, max=255, alpha=125)
Trans.Black=rgb(0,0,0, max=225, alpha=75)
#Violin plots require the data to be in a data frame.
my.data=data.frame(Data.X, Data.Y, Data.Z)
my.data.noNA=lapply(my.data, function(x) x[!is.na(x)])
my.data.noNA
#Actual plot code
vioplot(my.data.noNA$Data.X,
my.data.noNA$Data.Y,
my.data.noNA$Data.Z,
#h sets how closely the shape of the violin follows the density of the data points.
h=0.05,
border=Trans.Black,
lty=0.5,
pchMed=19,
colMed= "black",
rectCol = Trans.Black,
#if false, no stat box will appear in the violins
drawRect = TRUE,
#Wex is how fat the violins are
wex=0.75,
names=c("Data.X", "Data.Y", “Data.X"), col=Trans.Black)
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Generating Line Plots with Shaded Standard Deviation
This little bit of code is how one can draw a line plot as an average, with shading
above and below to represent the standard deviation.
#Generate lists of limits
Plus=Data.avg+Data.stdev
Minus=Data.avg-Data.stdev
#Plot average
plot(Data.X, Data.avg, type="l", lwd=3, ylim=c(0,2), xlab="X Value", ylab="Y
Value ")
#Make shading color
Trans.Red=rgb(255, 0, 0, max=255, alpha=125)
#Shade in between standard deviation lines
polygon(c(Data.X,rev(Data.X)),c(Minus,rev(Plus)),col=Trans.Red)
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